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in many -"--'c---J 





fields are ubiquitous in our 
,",vc,,,,,"V)"-'''''C''' processes, 
plasma state. Plasmas may be 
the Earth's ionosphere and 
be adequately 
are occasions where 
account namely whenever the 
strongly deviates from 
A prominent example is our 
,",,,.,,,,,,/.,A,"I'> its curvature. Near strongly <M""",;f,,,i-;;n 
an important role 
Universe's 
accretion disks of 
nti~r-:gallactlC medium. 




which is expanding 
neutron stars (NSs) or holes the spacetime-geometry oe(~onGes Hll,lll~;ll~'vl) 
rI""l'r.T·h",n is so strong that not even light can resist its case of a 
such as 
In the 




I-'AU""""" can neither be discarded nor 
A number 
of Einstein's theory means 
often the only to 
but have to be considered ,nUu,Ul,vO,. theory of 
are usually only obtainable 
their applicability. Moreover, 
techniques are also non-trivial to 














2 1. Introduction 
glory. relativity IJ"JU'A"',,-'U ""uuuU"5 results in the for 
density .:JUJlHAA,,:;W"VU of BH-BH mergers or of the growth 
fluctuations into structures that resemble scale structure our Universe. 
However, in relativistic most useful method so seems to be the 
perturbative one, combined with »"",uv,,,,-,,,. methods. In we may distinguish 
between two types approach. 
Non-gravitating 'IIU,L"<'llI.lL' on curved 11(1.(:1<:<1'1"" is the 
simplest way to influence of 
disturb the 
plasma as a test 
The only 
rather test fluid), 
a very 
not 
(lA .. ';""J'!!C; case is that the flat 
gravitational terms may enter the equations. Within approach there are two (a) 
or weak gravitational waves (GWs), 
F."-,,uV"""'V'eAU. fields, where one uses exact 
weak gravitational described by a single "r,1.ant-. 
which are a purely effect; (b) 
solutions to k:,.",,!i',C>1... for the ""','lFn, .. r., modeL The 
purpose, with formalism (see [lJ and ret'erenCElS therein) was 
gravitational 
(b) above, is applicable to 
account the plasma 
vc;\.,!!lJ,n"c.u,Y more demanding 
to the 
cases (a) and 
Universe studies, most the baryonic matter was "V"J,l;:>C;'U. 
A prominent is analysis of the cosmic microwave background (CMB), in which 
the photons are described 
with the electrons 
Boltzmann equation 
[2J and references 
collisions are due to 
A considerable amount reSiealrcn has been 
electr,om,ag11etlc fields for on the use 
interaction between 1-'U)""U''''''' 
of [6J 
can indeed be parametric 
gravitational wave amplitude. 
VA.J.LUL.UJ."'U in order to 
have pointed out that 
Furthermore, 
waves due to 
C>!l(::l,lVl<"Y to 
in 
wave acting as a pump. Using this 
on a gravitational wave background to show 
of plasma waves, with a growth rate proportional to 
J .. ,u,"F>',J. .... H et al. [7] have weak gravitational wave ap-
scattering of CUC,'V1IUL waves in supernovae 
expec:::tea gravitational wave 
fluid amJrO:)Qrrla 
may change due to scat-
the IJVi~O!lL"'" eXlltlc(~nl;e 
an 











muJltl-c:ompoIllent plasmas. In Ref. [11] 




waves; it was 
electI'onla~~netlc LL"J,",voJ as well as plasma 
can excite longitudinal 
the effects of such a 




papers employ the [1], together with 
equations, in order to look of plasmas in the vicinity 
objects such as black or neutron stars (usually under the MHD 
The authors of Ref. [14] studied nHl'll-Ireanel1CV electromagnetic (EM) waves 
a spherically symmetric black hole VOJu" ... UUJ'5 the dispersion relation. It 
that the propagation of 
... <N''''''''. Building on this paper, 
holes due to mode conversion [15]. 
fully ionised }JL"'OLU.U, 
waves is rl",1''''T'lrn by an inhomo-
of 
a 











Hawking [28J 1 
AU"'"''-4. Note ~A"'.'U;;,LJ, 
into account plasma effects and the 
e.g. [18-25]). Thus, 
as well as in cosmology, look like a field open to 
in general relativity 
in the context of cosmol-
Friedmann-Lemaitre-
cosmo-
matter in the presence 
treatment of plasmas, 
the rigourous setup of a SelI-C()nSlStIBm set equations to 
Moreover, when perturbative there are 
related to the gauge 
diffeomorphisms, mirroring a set 
if wished. gauge treed()m, no'we'ver 
1av,U,.,,,, from "'~(""'<Jvl!1'C; (perturbations) 
Hlt:;'''H'JU.:> are in use to cure 
quantities in terms of 
[27], the 1 +3 

















velocity ua . 




instead by means 
'space' via 
method has the 
UJ.,;alllIH),,-, in contrast to 
1. Introduction 
quantities, UVU,J.U\;;,U by a local foliation 
of a {'{),n {f,"" "',,, 
V"'LJl~"'J',C; that its quantities 
variables, and 
Bruni & 






of possible '-'VCHH\J.V,,,-J.'-',,,,. 
We "'J.L'fJJ.,'u,oJ.,,'" 
approach regards the 
pleasant <Hnrnn""'T 
It is a bottom-top 
Moreover, 




two approaches are ".""",,,,,,,;+<> 
real spacetime as rr"",n.n<u,'; 
~V~.C;"Jl1C;L with perturbations on 
= 
tackling the real 






is developed for a hOlmo,gerleol and isotropic background. 
approach, starting the equations which govern 
a suitable which is thought to very 
nrr\ro::>,rhl1"O::> separates the introduced variables into background 
allowing a 
it 
to go first-order in nOT'!-1n'h 
to do 




another method in use is the tetrad approach, most notably the Newman-Penrose (NP) 










1 The mystery 
fields 
cosmological UAC~M""-' 
origin of large 
that are prevalent LIllUU.J;::.l1'JU.L ~ru'a.A.IC;" 
in recent years, with condensations has generated 
focused on providing "",VALU" .• ., .. L., these 




nplr.Wf~pn 10 -7 to 
this work 
scales (see [37, 
depending on the required 
It has been suggested that 
a relatively large 11U_""."''',1,"" 
fields observed today could be a result of the amplification 
UU.WLVH (cf. [39J, 




to the high ,""VIIUU',"" 
plasma. 
at the onset of structure 
primordial plasma, 
\"VJl1a,I'-'''<:;'' to current measured 
Another popular requires a relatively W'-''''.K...,' pn~-e:x:isting seed field, is 
resonance [35,40-42]. The com-amplification via the galactic dynamo by means of }.Ja,la,lU"'''1. 
effect of differential across the disk motions 
lonllsed gas is believed to to exponential amplification a smaller primordial field until 
the dynamo mechanism is 
h"",rul,rl structure of the galactic 
back-reaction of the }.JlaA:lllJ'a, opposes further growth. 
supported by between the 
the spiral 
amount of O,11111 •. l.1 .... 'O,vJ'Vll 
mechanisms is that 
still to be established. 
is some argument over 
can occur through 
presence a 11«:0-"' . .,,1"'0".'''' 






A further idea 
of structure 
which operate as a misalignments 
via battery-type mechanisms, 
in electron number "'v''"~£v, 
and pressure (or temperature) [43-45J. 
There have been numerous attempts to generate early, pre-recombination, magnetic fields 
with strengths to the different 
equilibrium epochs that are 
era 
to have taken 
are 
fields 
One problem with mechanisms is that 
which the fields are ,""Vl1"'1':;"" cannot exceed the 
plasma (cf. 













at very early times, where the comoving 
on the length of these magnetic fields. pre 
are many ways 
It 
resonance of 
bations can lead to amplification on 
the breakdown of 
varying speed of light 
success of 
In order for 
fields that satisfy the vU'vCOLJlt:L 
candidate seed 
scale in order to 
the amplification 
energy dominated Universe 
of 1:0 kpc today [70], 
coherence of 10 
proposed an inflationary LUC;\/UO,UU"UL 
and the gravitational 
within dynamo limits in 
in which vacuum 
super-horizon fields. 
to causality problem it naturally 
tnlT"'''~'r adjustments to the O"~LH'-L<"'U 
this epoch are small on account the 
conformally flat metric 
obstacle is by breaking the conformal invariance 
underlying gauge fields couple to gravity. 
variety of the proposed mechanisms in the 
not been without critique, though [63]. 
by a period of preheating, in which the 
UHlC".'VU field and the accompanying pertur-
[64-66]. Other authors have advocated 
theory non-commutative 
The 
f'hl,""",'; at the expense of simplicity. 
must, in addition, produce seed 
---'1-'~'" t:LH,'1,Jl,'lll,.,a,LJlVH processes to work. To be a 
must exceed a minimum coherence 
The time scale over which 
In the case of a dark-
G on a nar'.onl'a scale 
B rv 10-23 G on a 
fall 
fields are allowed to interact with HHLChL"VllUl 
time, they might 
Recently, the production of a IIlctgllltll;llC 
cosmic 
plasma during pne-r,eC()mOlflatlOn a 











1.4. Gravitational waves 
scale magnetic fields in our 
be declared closed. 
it seems 
7 
to a long way to go can 
1.4 Gravitational waves 
A fascinating prediction 
waves and there is an enormous 








mergers [85] are ac(~onlpamiE)d 
and BH ringdown are not. 
mirroring that would 
signal is not 
of relativity is the ""V'''T''on of 
worldwide to detect gravitational radiation 
years detectors like LIGO will be able to 
events such as black hole mergers [80] 
all GW detectors at present is the the 
invariably generated in the detection process 
ac(x)lllpamiE)d by an electromagnetic (EM) 
EM radiation 
absorbed by the 
overcome 
events in supernovae some cOInp;act binary 
counterpart, many events 
an independent simultaneous detec:tlo,n 
highly desirable for GW detection, V"~,,,y.c.w._y 
merger 





",u.J,a~"vu with the same frequency as the forcing GW e.g., [8, 87] 
would provide exactly virtually all stars 
threading through and this field becomes 
are compressed as the star or neutron star; 
[88]. It has been 
responsible for the 
strengthened 
therein for a detailed 
or neutron star after 
111O'Vl\J'U process, a substantial fraction of 
even higher - seems 
un:;,,-,u.a,UICl111 may indeed has 
1-\,,<,,1"'''''; in some gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) 
SN light curves 
surrounding thin plasma. 
O'Pl'1PTAtl1)n of EM radiation GWs in 
EM radiation as 
order estimates [89J and some of 
JJ"GlbHJla is nT"":"""" [6,8,14,90,91]. In particular, a 
provided 
when a thin 














is from a 
strlangthE~mrlg the 
1. Introduction 
processes we may not yet in a strong field, 
these most promising place we may expect such an to take place. To 
a covariant, description of f,HGI,OHLa,Q gravitational to 
be would be to use covariant 1+1+2 formalism in order 
to a covariant 
would be a valuable tool 
more accurate models 
1.5 outline 
The is organised as 
In 2, we outline 
single fluid The 
allowing 
"'''''_C;",UIH~O is thus bearing of these 11l~.llOlll'" on the 
is discussed. 
In 3, we discuss Haj,U"," on curved 
jOnSnI,Z-Ion~e equation both in 
We develop the 






Chapter 4 is devoted to large scale 
relativistic 
dealing with 
""""""10" the fundamental 
'-'VCU.U'JIV)<.l\J.;U magnetic fields. 
of the 1+3-
in 
we apply the 
multifluid uc;c''-'uv of the previous ,-,He''''"'"l to the case of a two-component fluid for 
sense 
Since velocity 
FLRW dust propose a mechanism 
of self-gravitating }'10"'."(;I,O. 
the 
but we note that 
second order, while effect 
density perturbations naturally occur in the early 
effect in our 
l1V111"'Vll scattering. 











to examine whether perturbations can induce U""0.,1"''',1'' which can be 
appreciable until the onset gravitational vV"'''''I''''''' All 
a typical J.U,,"U-U 
;:je(:ona, we investigate interaction he1twf'len an on average hOlmogerleo 
envisaged to 
The analysis 
that the U''''5U<O~'v 
interaction, which is viewed as a o<",vu,u-'''' perturbative 
of magnitude might by 
















6, we investigate 
magm~tlc dipole 
down aBH 
ones, are investigated a gen-
is obtained. findings are ,.uc,vu.o",-,u in 
curvature as GWs with characteristic frequencies 
of the perturbation, dependent only on mass (in the case a Schwarzschild 
''''-/U<'''' which govern 
mCl,epEmClent of the 
as 
near 
, where the 
with interaction '-""'""",''''\0 
Chapter 7 our conclusions an outlook for 
material, 
va"a<;'u to various 
Units 
, employed in " .... 'I"'r,>I I occasions in 
order to easier reading as as 

























its content via 
Gab 
is Einstein tensor, Rab 
metric, energy-momentum tensor 
Bianchi identities, 
Gab = 0 
provided constant A 
and space. following, \7 a 
naturally 
\7agbc = O. 
There are ways to describe spacetimes 





A gab , 




conservation of total t>n,'rO"V-ITLOnlen 
0, 
0, it is constant in time 
that is, the 
given through the 
(II) the metric is 
coefficients; 
by a tetrad, with its ,",VJ,un_", through the Ricci rotation 
(III) via uc;'.UJe;u variables with rOcnOI~t- formalism such as 
1 + 3 or 1 + 1 + 2 dec:orn:pm:iltl<)n GR. 
















VvUU'>'JLL, the 1 + 1 +2 QnnT'AQ,('n 




HLvUHVU (III) is vvv.,,-c,o,1J 
geometry by tensor 
gauge 
means of a lUllUQJ,l1C;H".CU 
homogeneity 
it is indeed exl;relmeb 
much locally rotationally symmetric (LRS) """'''1-'11 
of partial frame 
spacetimes are described in terms of 




to choosing CO()rdmates to the -'''-~' .. J ,",U<"Lo<:OI,1<11<:: in the usual metric 
2.1 The 1 
U<ll,1Vl.1;:) directly, formulation an 







[97-102]. A I'""rrlnranan""uo 
into 
dxa 
= dT 1 
where T is proper time along 
of to the average 
are 'fundamental observers'. 
approach is 
properties 
'time' to a congruence of observers 
(2.3) 
n"~'r","'r.., are 











4-velocity ua induces unique VrGI1ec:r;w tensors 
, Ua a = 1 , Uab Ub = Ua , 
h
a 
a 3, hab ub = 0 . (2.5) 
first parallel to 4-velocity vector ua , and the (orthogonal) 
metric n"t.n'~T'l'''::''' of the lu~'"a,lL"<"HC;V of 
the ... "",r _"T'" is a naturally defined element: 
_ d 
cabc = u 'T/dabc cabc = c-o , Cabc U - I 
where 'T/abcd is 'ct-<"UUJlC;ll,"!V,Uo.' volume """';ll1<O11." ('T/abcd 'T/[abcd], 'T/0123 
the may written as 
'T/abcd = 2 
The spatial volume element satisfies the following identi ties: 
cabc 
= 3! h[a d e h C] f ' 
= 2lh[a h b] • e f I 
2!haf , 
3! . 






4-velocity ua the spatial projection tensor hab induce two derivatives: covariant time 
derivative with a along the where any tensor 
the fully orthogonally 
with projection on all 
commute and 
in all partial 
c···d = c···d , 
covariant derivative 
stress that 
to various commutator 
Directly 
(2.12) 













14 '_,",,0.1-''''''1 2. Covariant 
01-""'"";1» projector tensor and the element 
.1..1.1::'11\.."', the fully 
to UvJllVI,C; 
onally projected symmetric trace-free 
for 
time 
"'111.v11'_'" the angle are also 
derivatives '): 
to the standard vector analysis 
op'era,l;O]rS for vectors 
curl 
= Da€bcd = 0 ; 
= 3ud U c] . 
€abc both vanish. 
of tensors: 
to denote "U""Fo,VJlU..,' projections 










,±U':""vUHOO in the 1+3 formulation giving us information about 
expansion, the of wordlines out by ob-
servers. They are by splitting covariant derivative Ua into its parts, 
their SYlmIll1el;ry properties: 
trace 8 == is the (volume) rate of expansion of congruence; C1ab D(aUb) is 
trace-free rate of tensor (C1ab = , C1abUb = 0, 0), describing 
rate of the congruence; Wab == D[a ub] is the vorticity tensor 
(Wab = W[ab], Wab ub = 0), the rotation congruence 





















is the relativistic ·1-'1""[7I.I.'I."'fI. vector, which ,..", • .,,...,.,,0,,.,1",, the influence 
gravity on the 






vary on average as a3 . Sometimes, 
1 ab a 0 = "2 Wab W Wa W 2:: , 2 1 U = '2 uab 
because they are 
tensor 
content of 
can be ,",v'~V'HfJ'VO"'."" 
(spacetime) is 
to ua in 
+ 7rab 1 
2:: 0 1 
its energy-momentum 
fL uaub) is the relativistic energy density to ua , qa == - nc ub is 
momentum energy flux relative to ua ), p == i (Tab hab ) is isotropic 
pressure, is trace-free pressure trace is 
a matter variables 
a = 0, 7rab = , 7rab = 0 . (2.25) 
quantities have to be by the equations state to capture the nh·tr""~" cosmology 
one often 
= fL U a Ub + P hab ) (2.26) 
a 'perfect with equation of state p s), where s is On1r,.n,nu density . 
.,1"11-11<:;.,,, possibility p = 0 matter ('dust' or 'Cold Matter'). In 
an equation of state ria;r"" .. ,",,,,.,,,,,, p from fL other hen-m,,,"" HaU"'''''''! variables. 
it is common to Imlpm.e various energy 1·II'J'Ul'lT'J.n"fl such as 











latter is typically violated in inflationary !UV'UC;J'''. 
sound = ,s"'e"""T. is to the range 
0«-) < 1 
- 8j.l s=const-
to guarantee local of matter (lower bound) bound). 
tensors and 
paC;etlrne curvature is 'l/H'J(l,IJ'OI..lJlo, curvature tensor d, defined the 
relation identity) 
(2.29) 
any dual vector Vc. The tensor measures the a vector to return to 
initial value when parallel transported around a small dosed curve and determines the 
of infinitesimally means of equation 
[103]). It has the following 
= R!abj[cd] = Rcdab , R[abc] d == 0, (2.30) 
and ,,,:,1,"'''''''-'0 the JJH;.U""U,, identity 
contraction one 
Ricci scalar R = 
the stated 




Ricci tensor = c_ a further contraction 
a twofold ron, .. T''''''' to Bianchi (2.31) 
R==O = 0, 
1) the conservation energy and momentum. By the trace 
trace energy-momentum tensor one an 
scalar terms of matter variables cosmological constant, namely 
(2.33) 













1+3 split of tensor. Ricci tensor is locally at 
in terms of the matter variable and cosmological constant. 
It is very 
the 
the Riemann curvature tensor 
the Weyl tensor Cabc
d is by 
= Cabcd + RdJb - gb[c ~ R ga[c gdJb . 
The Weyl tensor is sometimes the 




(2.30) the tensor and is trace-free on The decomposition the 
UUH .. '''.'''' the tensor into 
to ua into maqnl;L~C' Weyl curvature parts ac-
cording to 
C b d abcdU U a = 0, E(ab) 1 0, (2.36) 
Hab = ~ €ade UC ::.::} a =0, Hab Hab Ub O. (2.37) 
Weyl tensor may thus be as 
= ( 4ga[p gs)d - T/abpg uP u T Egs 
( T/abpq gC[T + ga[p gq]b T/cdrs) u
T Hqs . (2.38) 
magnetic electric Weyl tensor 1""'TWO,QaT> gravitational ) en-
U',,'v(l.H'L.C (tidal and 








.... ""LLL'"",..,.. curvature tensor R abcd d can now be 
and (2.33) into equation and <:;AIJ(l.!JeUU,ll", 
+RJicd+ cd; (2.39) 
i (fL + u[a U[c h b1 dl + ~ (fL + A) h[a[c h b] dJ 1 
- 2 hb1[c qd] - 2 h[a d] qbl - 2 uta 1rb]d) + 2 










18 Chapter 2. Covariant and gauge-invariant formalisms 
Here P is the perfect fluid part, I the imperfect fluid part, while E and B are the parts due to 
the electric and magnetic Weyl tensor, respectively. 
2.1.2 1 + 3 covariant propagation and constraint equations 
In the 1+3 formulation, an arbitrary spacetime may be completely characterised by the irre-
ducible set of geometrical quantities, 
(2.40) 
together with the irreducible set of matter variables, 
(2.41) 
provided an equation of state is prescribed. The cosmological constant A has been included in 
the set of matter variables because it acts formally like an energy density term in EFEs. From 
the EFEs (2.1) and its associated integrability conditions it is possible to obtain tensor equations 
for the above introduced covariant variables, resulting in propagation and constraint equations. 
These tensor equations covariantly describe the spacetime and may be viewed as an alternative 
formulation of EFEs. 
Ricci identity 
The first set arises from the Ricci identity for the fundamental timelike vector field u a , i.e. 
(2.42) 
on substituting in from (2.20) and (2.39). The propagation equations are obtained by separating 
out the parallel projected part into trace, symmetric trace-free, and skew symmetric parts: 
1. The Raychaudhuri equation [109] 
(2.43) 
is the basic equation of gravitational attraction [97]- [101]. It demonstrates the repulsive nature 
of a positive cosmological constant and identifies (11+3p) as the active gravitational mass density. 
The appearance of the pressure in the gravitational mass is a peculiar feature of GR. In terms 











2.1. The 1+3 
showing 
r 
the curvature the curve 




a fundamental role for various singularity theorems. 
"'T7?£""'?1 propagation p"?I.£In.n'll 
The shear propagation GIlU,!"!,!.,,, 
how the tidal 
and 
directly shear (which 
19 
by proper time 





first Iv .... "lJl1~ (2.42) VLA~'h~UU,"'.J and 
cabf and the 
part. 
1. The (Oa)-constraint 
0= = (2.47) 
... .,'>-L"'"" the heat to the spatial UU1UU,lU!',C>HC>1 expansion; 
2. The divergence 
0= divw - (2.48) 
The Hab-constraint 
0= (7ab 
Weyl tensor as being "",,,,1',",,,, from the of vorticity 
'curl' shear. 
Twice-contracted .L.H.C1.H'..,lJ.1 
The sec;ona set of y U,"Ll\}l1" stems from Bianchi (2.32). 










20 2. Covariant 
while orthogonal to ua gives momentum conservation Pfnf.{1.f'J'flTl 
(2.51) 
It is worth pUJCiH.LHI<, out that .... £>1r1'oI'1" fluids, (2.26), to 
/-t 8 (/-t + p) , 
o DaP+ (/-t + p) (2.53) 
mass and also governs shows 
If this 
(/-t+ p) is 
is zero cosmological constant) or negative, 
of energy. 
behaviour matter 








Va Cbed a + 
The 
Bianchi (2.54) 
",a',IVll'" are the 
E(ab) + 1 ir(ab) - curl 
2 
+ ! D(aqb) 
a further 
- ~ (/-t+ p) - 8 (Eab + ~ + 3o-(ae 
iI-equation, 
+ curl 
Hb)d + We (Eb'd + ~ 7fb)d)] 
1 curl7fab = 2 




equations """V"va"". radiation, e.g. they can combined to 










2.1. The 1+3 21 
UC;tI,!Vlil:> are the (div 
o ~ e - ~ aab qb 3 Wb 
c ~ Wb qc] 1 (2.57) 
wherein the gradient of the energy acts as source) 
0= (cs)a = DbHab+(p,+p)wa+3wb(Eab i7rab) 
acts as source. 
a non-zero 
Weyl 
2.1.3 geometry of 
From formulation of t<TC)oenlllS 
for a vector 
+ [ ~ Dbqc + abd (Edc + ! 7rdc)] , (2.58) 
show that .uvu",,, will result in 
vector (vorticity) ,uVUvO in a non-zero 
e.g., [103]) 
is hVlpeI·surta.ce-or1Ghc)gonai (2.59) 
the is 1 u""uc;u. 
a submanifold 
\JU,.V",',",U';";; spacetime. If 
~L""----.-J is not integrable but it is still 
u a , the rA~'T_"·n 
intrinsic curvature 
the 
possible to a 
the observers mesh 
metric is induced 
(3-vector 
tensor. 




these orthogonal ,r"ua,'~",,, 
Wab = 0, 
UU1,U"'.H the condition is equivalent to 
lV<JGU,UO criterion iff U a = - fv a t for some the 
t(xa ); pelrp€~n<11CUllaI to the nu, ... ",r", 
the acceleration 












the covariant by Du , we may tensor 
d by the three-dimensional of the Ricci 
2 D[aDb] Ve = (3) Rube d Vd (2.61) 
any vector field Va 3-su bmanifold 3-curvature tensor is to 
curvature tensor via the (cf. [103]) 
1. means projection with indices and extrinsic curvature 
form), 
decomposition (2.39) ,,,',-,"UUoHU tensor yields 
in (2.62) and tensor, 
(3) Rub = [~(It + 
implies for the 3-Ricci 
is a generalised .. u ... ,,",.", showing how energy expansion and 
the average curvature 
we mention Codazzi-Mainardi pno,n1"'I"l'rt 
is to the (2.47) when the vorticity va,."""",,,,,,. 
note is either hOlmOgellec)Us or isotropic at every is 
constant curvature (see [103], . Whence we 
case, is spatially \JUL.,,,eo,,,",e, 
(3) -











If the congruence ua to hypersurface-orthogonal, congruence has non-vanishing 
vorticity, Wab 1= 0, as (2.60). Although the do not mesh together 
to form a it is possible to define tensor [110] by 
where Kab is now 
Ub = ! e hab + a ab + Wab = +Wab· 
The 3-'curvature' tensor 
(3) 
The 3-'Ricci tensor' (3)Rab 
(3) Rab = 
the skew is by 
the 3-'Ricci scalar' (3) R 
mention that the 
v""',vUj,uv,,va of various COIIlIIlUt,I:I,L]lOn 
properties: 
(3) Rabcd 




c now becomes 
(3) R[ab][cd] , 
2W[ab K c] d , 
8 [ceb] d] . 
(3) a is calculated to be 
tensor 
+ 
the curvature of SPI:tC€tnile ",lauuc", explicitly in the 
1 + '2 1fab 
d COI18HJ.eI'I:I,Ol) 
associated with the connection do general not commute 





















course, show up various appearances in every LVL"LHUia,~'LVU GR, for 
a system 
in order of first-order 
to decouple 
relations have to 
important ones. 
Lna,U"".n • Typically, our equations 
into wave 
It is here where 
commutators stem from the Ricci iUv.UV"""O spacetime 
tensors Wab , ,.",,,,,.,,,,,'1',,,,,, 
\7 [a 'hJ! 0, 
2 \7 [a \7 b] V C Rab
c 
dVd ) 
2 \7 [a \7 hj Wed -R ec W d ab e W
c
e · 
commutator to the congruence 









(2.79), the splitting (2.20) \7 a Ub and the Gauss equation (2.69). 
For scalar ! one the following 
D[aDb]! wabi, (2.80) 
(Daf)~ + (~e b + o} + wah) Db! . (2.81) 
For 3-vectors living in the 
2Wab - (3)Rabs C (2.82) 
+ as C + C + waC) (VcUb + 
(2.83) 
Second-rank tensors Wab orthogonal to the congruence 
2 wcd 2w (WCd ) - (3)R C - (3)Rabs d ab J.. abs (2.84) 
ha d+wad) (UbWdc+UcWbd + DdWbk) 
+ - cebdHad ] wee + [ha[eqc] - d] Wb e 










2.2. The 1+1+2 formulation 25 
2.2 The 1+1+2 formulation 
In this section, we outline the key features of the 1 + 1 + 2 covariant formalism necessary for the 
description of the Schwarzschild spacetime, the geometry outside static, compact, spherically 
symmetric objects. Why then does the 1 +3 approach work for FLRW but not for Schwarzschild? 
In the FLRW case, all covariant variables are scalar quantities: expansion e, energy density I-l 
and pressure p which are subsequently governed by simple scalar first order ODEs. Vectorial and 
tensorial equations will first appear in the description of the perturbed spacetime (d. chapter 
4). 
In the case of the Schwarzschild spacetime on the other hand, relative to static observers with 
4-velocity ua aligned with the timelike Killing vector field, the only background quantities are 
the acceleration ilP (needed to prevent infall) and the electric Weyl tensor Eab (accounting for the 
tidal forces). The corresponding 1+3 equations for these variables comprise a set of tensorial 
PDEs, and a description of perturbed Schwarzschild becomes untractable. However, to deal 
with spherical symmetry, i.e. the preferred radial direction defined by the compact object's 
gravitational pull, a spacelike congruence na has to be introduced into the observers' rest-space 
leading to a larger set of covariant variables with concomitant equations (evolution, propagation, 
constraint). The resulting Schwarzschild background equations then become scalar first order 
ODEs, true tensorial equations showing up only for the perturbed Schwarz schild spacetime. 
In fact, these features remain true for all spacetimes belonging to the class of so-called LRS 
spacetimes, of which Schwarzschild is a prominent member, suggesting that 1+1+2 is a handy 
tool for investigating them or the perturbed regime (d. chapter 5). 
The 1+1+2 formalism as presented here was developed only recently by Clarkson & Barrett 
[34]. A similar formalism was introduced in [111] and further worked out in [112-114]. It was 
partially studied in the context of symmetric solutions of EFEs in [112,115,116]. 
2.2.1 1+1+2 covariant variables 
In the following, it is assumed that a 1+3 covariant decomposition (as described above) has been 
carried out already, with all tensors split into scalars, vectors and PSTF tensors with respect to 
the timelike threading vector field ua . 
The spacelike congruence na 
Let us introduce a for the moment arbitrary unit vector n a orthogonal to u a : n a na = 1, u a na = 
O. Then the projection tensor 










2. Covariant and J:. ... ' .. "'v-'H 
vectors ua onto :.:::-spa(;es. which we to as sheet. sheet 
carries a 
d c = U 'rJdabc n => (2.87) 
HJ.UUv"U by volume element Cabc the 3-spaces. the Uv.UHJl~n.'H cab and it is 
htt""'''!>Y'r/ to the following 
Cabe na Cbc + nb Cca + nc Cab , 
cab = NCNd_N d a b a (2.89) 
= Nab, (2.90) 
Cab = 2 . 
Note that for a 2-vector , Cab may used to a vector orthogonal to but of the same 
Any '!/Ja can now irreducibly into a scalar, which is part the vector 
to na , a 2-vector, the to na : 
(2.92) 
a over an any 
'!/Jab, can now 2-vector and 2-tensor 
+ 2 'I! (a nb) + (2.93) 
where 
'I! = '!/Jab = '!/Jab, 
'l!a = bnc'!/Jbe 
'I! ab = (N(a cNb) d IN N
Cd ) 2 ab (2.94) 
Curly brackets of a tensor T't>"'nc>('1" to n a . 
tensors in 1+1+2 are u,c,."".",,,,, (TT) tensors, which, 
e.g., appear naturally in the description in Einstein OT"''''''" 
later use we note also tensors satisfy that the 
tensor Mab == na nb - ~Nab Mab M(ab)' 










2.2. 1+1+2 formulation 
any tensor .1. c ... d: 
'f'a .. ·b 
n e D .1. c .. ·d 
e 'f'a .. ·b , 
N j N f N 9 N c N d D 1/1 h .. ·i ... b h'" . J' f . eat ... g 
(2.95) 
(2.96) 
hat-derivative is the Da-derivative along vector na in the 
to while the o-derivative is total 
do not commute but 
some of which will be .......... ' .... '"''-'''' ........ at 
a 
quantities 
OoU<'UV/::';Y with (2.20), these are obtained by splitting 
parts, by 
aa nCDcna = 
its f!lIn.'H'l.'T.' II (the rotation of n a) 
new 





Cl:a, are fundamental 
the spacetime geometry. 
ua in the 1+3 approach 
the kinematical, Weyl and matter tensors 
The is done in 
the 4-~LCCeleral;}0I1, vorticity 
decompositions 
one arrives at 
spatial 
(2.97) 
its expansion, ~ == ~ 
respectively. 
= 
in spacetime, and 
are treated on the same 













The (J, may be nn-"""""',, in the form 
2 _ 1 
(J = 2' (Jab 
the magnetic tensors one 
nb - ~Nab) + 2c(a nb) + Cab, 
nb ~Nab)+21t(anb)+ 
Finally, fluid variables anisotropic pressure Rab are 
qa = Q + Qa , 
Rab II (na nb ~Nab) + 2II(a nb) + 
In terms 1+1+2 the en~~rgV-Inomentllm tensor 
where (2.105) and (2.106) have been 
and \.-U.HHH 














as the corTe~;punalIlg cornmuta 
us start the fundamental unit 
vectors U a and n a, respectively. terms 
variables is 
I (2.108) 
the full UC;~>VH11J\)"'1~'VH of covariant 
+ + L:) na nb + na (L:b + Cbc 
+ - Cae nb + (~e - + nEab + 109) 


















a PSTF 2-tensor = l}I {ab} splits C;I,I.A,V1Ul1Jl"- to 
- 2 [~¢ 
various I1plrn"~1'Cl',!PQ of the sheet tensor 
useful i"''''''''''-'''O. 
2 U(a Ub) 2 nb) 
2u(a [(~e + + Eb) + c -2n(aab) , 
= 0, 
-2u[a + 2n[a 
2n[a cb]c 
O. 
derivatives so far, the dot 
delta-derivative (8a ) not commute. when 
A • 
~ ( b D:a) 8a'lj; , 'Ij;-'Ij; = + (!e+ 'Ij; + Ea + cabO 
-Aa ~ + (D:a + Ea cab ~+Ge- 8a'lj; 
+ (Eab + 0 8b'lj; , 
(8a'lj;)~ 
b . A 
- 2 Cab 0 'Ij; + aa 'Ij; + 8a'lj;+((ab+~ 8b'lj; , 
6[a8b]'Ij; cab (O~ ~~) 
have 
(2. 
and the sheet 
(' ), 




Here in the following .1 denotes (The same Qun'lhn is in 
"'""1"rlr.f"lr ..... to mean the 
opportunity to them). derivation of commutator 
to case and is more or straightforward but somewhat 












last two are decomposition 
as 
(2.123), we see that our 
that 
2. Covariant and e:atle:e"ln\'anant formalisms 
commutation (2.80), '''l''11tt",n 
(2.124) 
will be a F,"'.lUH.l" 2-surface in spacetime 
a true on this if 
and only if e 0 = O. \~~~~~ .. 
when 0.) 
by rrOO€IlllUS tneoirem (see [103]), two vectors and na are 2-surface 




The commutation relations 
1/Ja + + 1/Ja + 
(2.126) 
+ 
+ (" + ... (;;C.I'b + .I,C .wac ~£ u 'f/ 'f/ 
-(!4> +eEac+ (2.127) 
-2 (0 Ea[b + + CC]dOd) 
-1/Ja (I:b + Ebc OC) + !IIb + 
-is) + ECd Od) + +&c]1/Jc, 
2 + + & - i (J-t + A)] 1/J[aNb] c 
( I: bJ C + 0 c) + ~ 4> ( (b] C + e C b] c) + ~ IIb] C + & b] c] 
- ~I:) + OCbJd) + + ~ Cbjd) + + &bldJ 1/Jd 













mutators will not u,;,,;u<;;u in the 
but are 
course the thesis, is no need to ---'r----.! them 
was found above 
through 
once an 
A, 0, E, 4>, e, 
state is 
the splitting of 
Instead, the 
evolution, propagation and constraint equations 
1+1+2 u'a,,,o,,u an arbitrary 
set of ge()m-etn variables, 
set of matter 
{IL, p, Q, A, , nab} , , 
1 +3 equations does not fully 
Uo""V,.O have to be ~~,i">""V" with the 
== 2'V[a'Vbj nc-
'Hab} , 
the new 1+ 
identities for na: 
is ".""uo"uu curvature tensor. tensor may covariantly split 
the two vector fields u a gives Y Uc .. UJL .... a. equations for covariant parts 
na (namely aa, aa, 4>, e and (ab) in form of evolution equations, along u a , 
constraint by propagation equations, along 
1 +3 constraints or by taking projections of It is interesting to note that there is 
some not all iniorlmaticm Rabe contains is in to the full 
is contained in 
the UGH"V'l" for arbitrary Sp~l"CetlIIles 
displayed 
For this 
The complete set 
only the 
spacetimes, which include 
stated in chapter 5. 
equations is available from 
smaller set 
with spherical will be Hvt;Uv'u. 
2.3 Gauge-invariant perturbation theory 
An often occurring problem in ""'''''1''''1''0 is that one is to solve EFEs 
nr,~rp"r."·1'1 in a somewhat as high is actually 
equations. 
















more A typical "',,(»HLPL'" which appears 
homogeneous at large but becomes OH'.UWvk scales. our Universe 




which can be taken into account 
vA'~H'Plvisthe ofa 
.<;o~,uuu solution. By Tlt>lrh,rh"n the Schwarzschild solution, one 
gains some "''''llS'''' gra,vIt,atlon:al '-"JU,l,l-''''C; of 
to consider a 
physical, realistic sp~lce1~lrnle 
the ba(~k!trOlJln 
with UHJl(""'OO are Ch()Sen in 
lJa~,v"lULv M, in 
HlQ,UUVLU M, then the 
on HlO,HUVLU M. Given a nn"",ll'", introdluc(~s a 
Ricci scalar, 
the COITe~\DUnUllIlg physical 
the point p E M by 
energy density /-L, the ~~ ..• u.v_, contrast 0, 1f'ab etc.) on M 
Q on M, we the oQ Q at 
(2. 
is usually understood that the pertllrbation oQ is However, can be '-""""1'."-"'-1. any 
value one likes at the p by the COITeE;pond'Bm:e <P. map 
<P which leaves background '",,-,'-LLUV''''' 




of the n{>,·t.111rh", 
a gauge transformation. Such a 
'-'H''';'''~'A> {xa} in the manifold 
134) 
only slightly) to obtain the new identification 
is now 
tSQ(p) = Q(p) _ Q(~-l(p)) . 
It is the 
artifact no gauge to 
need to be eliminated from discussion. This 
is essence of the gauge 











the perturbation 5Q will be the same natsoevl~r the 
possibilities 
which is constant in M, or a tensor that is a constant 
t:.o,'..It:."",-H.lHLLHH.l" quantities are: a scalar 
combination of deltas. 
This the gauge-invariance 
of is that a is 




very simple. a back-
in the lists (2.40)-(2.41) or 
, respectively, H\o'OU,,"'\..I for a complete \..IvC,VUIJ All 
vanish in the background Mare automatically gaUgEC}-lIlva and are 
as being of IS 
have a direct r>h'''C'H'<'' or geometrical .l.l.l<O<L.LU.l.l,E., U'VO.l\..I\OO from being defined. 
linearising 
terms up to 
its simplicity of 
theory focuses on 
spacetime M, 
rn~''t'''','' fluctuations are 
perturbation 
theory is \..I.Ov""''''''''-', 
of black hole 
spl:tCetlIIle M is then readily found 
Ol.gner-OT<ler approximations may 
order. 





one chooses a metric 
fixing a 




meaning is obscure than Moreover, 
UC;"UlJl.l"'O rather intricate beyond the linear Cosmological 





















purpose of this 
on curved 








where the Maxwell field is 
tensor Pab and the LL_f'l1 ...... Ant 
... ",r'T.A,""'''·i1 through the antisymmetric, .LJVL""'~."'-L" Faraday 
lU("~LJLC;~j''-' permeability 
of the vacuum, J.Lo, 
set c = 1 for convenience 
vacuum, EO, J.Lo Eo 
the EM 
expression 
Anl'\,T.Ai1 with ja. The appearance 
equations (3.1) indicates 
relation between peJrmeal)1l1 
Maxwell field 
associated with 
The EM ertl[Y-1ITlOme,ntl11m tensor is conserved, \7 b 
presence of sources 
where ja is the 
When dealing 
f'r\l"'A,.,,~,'t""\T) equations follow 
T ab = J' pab em b , 
from charged particles. 
theory GR, one immediately 
of these Maxwell possibility is to regard them as 
in which case one the coupled Einstein-Maxwell 
known examples are the celebrated 
in. case 
35 
but we will 
and permittivity of the 
a~LVU':H field via 




the of the treatment 
'background' spacetime, 






















3.1 The 1 +3 split 
3.1.1 
From the 
...,."'''Vii,, on a given 'background' 
""""""'.., U"'JvU'I .. U'JO from the Maxwell 
COI3molc)g'V or astrophysics, where the are typically 
effect on spacetime curvature U""JVLJlL"'"" Hvl'SUI"lUlv 
splitting of the Faraday tensor and v .. n .. V'.HI'> Maxwell 
Further, the equation of rnl"1,+,",n 
equation is investigated. 
interacting charged fluids is 
electrodynamics 
tensor 
an electromagnetic field one 
and 'fTU./,/l'nw.//'r,c as u,'-,""'" .. u an with 4-velocity ua [101]: 
Ea - Pab ub , (3.4) 
1 pbc - 2' E:abc , 
where the are 
strength tensor can be as 
ua + E:abc 
while the ele(::tf()m/;~gn(~tic ene:rg)l-mom.ent,um the form 
B a . Comparing the above Here, we have 
with the stress tensor, we immediately deduce 













PEM i (EO 
J1.o 1 cabe 
- (EO E(a 
are familiar eXjJreSSl()llS known from 












vU.LULJlLHJl5 quantity which 
(3.12) 
in [101], 
(3.1) yielding two 
Maxwell's ua1;IOIls are obtained by (3.6) and (3.12) into 
fields: and two 
E(a) = eEa + 
iJ<a) + curl = -i e + 
a DaEa - 2wa 
0 - DaBa + 2wa 
charge 
It is "V',"COL·UG. for a moment 
to see how curvature of 
couple to 
in flat spacetime, which gives rise to a !J,,,·UU',.,L 
UULW!\./H is crucial plasmas in a Cmlm()10)g;lcal 
gravitational radiation, opens the possibility 






(UbBe + Wb 





excitation of a detectable EM signal 
Finally, the 
or neutron stars. 
Blandford-Znajek-mechanism [126] for 5'E,,,,,u.un,, jets 
via some 















38 3. Covariant 
3.1.3 Lorentz-force equation 
Let us turn to of the equation of motion a particle with mass m, ~ ... ~.,..~ 
q and 4-velocity UP 
case is given by the 
in the presence of 
1"'''''''1"'''' Lorentz-force equation, 
The equation of H!'""~'V'H 
m VbUa = qFab 




Here, va is the relative 
From the definition 
(3.6), 
of the Lorentz-force 
thus rec,ogrnse 
relativistic 
its kinematical variables) 
total, effective acceleration 
u a of the IUIlua,IIlt;Il1>.tU observer by a Lorentz trans-
{= (1 - Va 
of the moving particle as 
."''''::>'''''.'7 factor { one easily 
(3.19) in (3.17), one at 
U a Va = O. 
by the fundamentall"\h"",.,.'''''''''' 
following useful 
Vb= 
following 1 +3 UC;~,VH!IJV".l 
{m [(1 + ~e + _V_b ~ 
q {3 { 
Va + + 
+ (Uba + Wba + 
(3.20) 
with velocity va. 
done by the 
""'''''J!>U equation (3.21) is the 
which demonstrates how of spacetime 












"' ... .,.art multiftuids 
mUlti-component fluid 
We assume a family fundamental observers moving with ,and a collection of 
with individual 
(3.22) 
I(i) = (1 ) -1/2 V(~) is the .L.IV,L,"U.""'- factor and V(~)Ua = 0 (i is numbering 
fluid) . 
form 
fluid own rest an energy momentum tensor of 
+ ab P(i) g , (3.23) 
where Jt(i) and P(i) are the fluid's energy density pressure respectively, while gab is the 
that in cron,oT'<> its own of state. Relative to 
ua , however, the 
T ab v (i) = Il(i) 
b v hab 2 (a vb) vab 
U + P(i) + u q(i) + 7r(i) , 
which is the stress-energy tensor of an imperfect fluid with 
/t(i) - 1&) (Jt(i) + P(i») - P(i) , 
PCi) + k 1&) (Jt(i) + P(i») V(~) , 
q(i) (Jt(i) + P(i») V(~) , 
*~~ - I[i) (Jt(i) + P(i») (V(~) V(~) ! V(~) h ab ) 
projection tensor orthogonal to 
*(i~ is anisotropic pressure of 










heat flow and 
both 
a 
once the equation of state for the individual fluid COlnponlsnt established. 
Of course, in presence stresses or fields) 
we need to supplement the ,",""H-',rTl the corresponding evolution constraint equations 











laws for individual '1T"~£''',..;, are 
·b 
= Jei) + (3.29) 
Pe( i) uti) being 
and /.to is 
4-current and Pe(i) -Ua the ~"~'.r-.~ in the rest 
of space. The term represents 
than electromagnetic between the splits as 
J a -(i) - C(i) + (3.30) 
is the work per unit volume to the interaction f~) is the force density 
orthogonal to ua . of overall enc~rgy-Inomentllm we 
L 0 
write the total equations as 
particle r()11"l"r,,~ ensures that 
(n(i) uti)) = 0 (3.33) 
where is the number rl",1"llt·.V of the individual their own rest frame. Finally, we 
out the current ~~ ..• ~.'V.' in Eq. can be written 
(3.34) 
is the individual of the up 
The nonlinear fluid equations 
Charged with each in the presence fields. 
of the interacting fluids is governed by Maxwell's uo,"'V'.LO on one hand the matter 

























onto ua we arrive at the energy IU'.'II,,"'/,Iill conservation 
(3.36) 
to the frame, are 
jJ.( i) - (J-L(i) + ) (e + 
- V(~) Da J-L(i) + C(i) . 
v,a) -1 
(i) - 'ei) Ua V(~) + V(~) Dal(i) ) 
(3.37) 
other 
(J-L( i) + 
by projecting 
(3,33), 
we derive momentum conservation equation 
( .a+v,· (a») _ U (i) - Dap(i) - (J-L(i) + P(i») V(~) P(i) V(~) 
(J-L(i) + (V(~) Db + ()"ab V(~) + Wb V(i)e) 
(J-L(i) + P(i») (V(~) i(i) + V(~) V(~) Db'Y(i») 
V(~) DbP(i) + Peri) (Ea + V(i)b Be) + In) , 
orthogonal to ua • Furthermore, .the 
form 
number conservation, 
n(i) + Da ( I(i) (3.39) 
Similarly, the total fluid (3.32)) nT'r'Ulr't> the total energy density conser-
jJ.= (J-L + p) Daqa 2 qa _ (3.40) 
the momentum conservation 
(J-L + _Da p qa _ q(a) l-
+ Be. (3.41) 











quantities are by 
Maxwell's co,! '..la~'lVLL" 
constitute the 
curved spacetimes. 
individual fluid are nr,:>Q('rl 
too. 
are not of an 
together with the conservation (3.37)-(3.41 ) 
the multifluid 
",,,<,ra,,,,, of p"-' •. >LU.", 
general, the second law 
in 
"Tl"',"'TH' plasmas in 
state 
tnE~rnlOC1VUUUJ.J'-'O should be 
such as collisions hPt:wp~'n 
which 
fluid particles. 









current are irreducibly 
gna+ ga, (3.42) 
!J8na +!J8a , (3.43) 
)f na +)fa , (3.44) 
where all the 2-vector fields on sheet, e.g., ga ua = 0 also (2.88), 
Maxwell field tensor 
while the 
fTlab 1 
fLO-LEM - "2 + 
Comparing the above PYT"lrp';:"nrrn 
tensor in terms of 1+1+2 
the heat flux (Poynting 
can be decomposed as 
fTlab 
-LEM' 
uaub + 1 
6 
+ 2u{a cb)c (!J8 gc - g !J8c) 




irreducible decomposition stress 











by fundamental ",u",.''''"''' now into the following eXY:lres,Sl0I1S 
/-tEM = 1 '2 + ga) + /-tal (.@2 + 
PEM 
1 
'6 + ga ga) + /-to 1 (.@2 + .@a ) ] 
QEM 
Q~M _ g .@b) 
gc) + (2 ] ) 
.@ .@a] , 
+ /-tal .@{a 
These equations may directly obtained from the corresporldirl1:!: 1 +3 equations 
(3.11). 
3.2.2 Maxwell's equations 






into the 1+3 IV1<1.AW<"U U(l,vlUHC (3.13)-(3.16) 
equations (the 
+ 
result is the 
+ A) gab.@b - (~e + ~r;) - n gab gb 
+ gab nb) +.@ gab ( Ab - ab) 
- /-to,?a , 
+A)Eab - (~e+ 
+ + gab nb) - g Eab ( Ab -

























'"-''''''',",V,,' 3. Covariant 
aa-(~8- c+ 
+ naco) , 
equations 
= -¢c+ 
+ BlIa = 
turn into 
+2nBll+2 + Pc , 
EO 
description. 









1 + 1 + 2 """"01A1"I the 1 +3 d.ec:ompO~)ltlCm of 






, which appears in Lorentz 
of the observer. 
UQ,"!lJll (3.17), all 
(3. linking the 
t:>e(;on:les whence 
explicitly 
, = (1 
various ':;l"""lViIi, (3.19) regarding 
+ 
,2 -1 
Va = --2-' , 
the above 
as (2.112), it is 
<:?lQ,LiVill> in the 
to 
(3.61) 
factor, can now be written as 
(3.62) 
(3.20)-(3.21) equation, as 










3.2. The 1+1+2 
equation: 
interpretation for 
work done by the electric 
the direction na and 
the general relativistic 
which lies in the sheet. 
detail how the geometry of 
the relative velocity va = V na + 
particle. 
3.2.4 Charged multifiuids 
treatment of 





---'----'- + vA+ Va 
(3.63) 
1 vi' + va 6a"Y 
+'11-+3 + V+ aa "Y 
V+ va + Cab na vb + V V - V au + V 
vb vc] , 
6a"Y) Va + Au + V aa + 
Va +V 
+V (vaa + 
+ 2:ab vb + cab (V nb n vb) + Vb 6b Va 
+~1>Va-';cabVb+(abVb)] . 
is readily t hand. The first equation (3.63) 
charge q singling out the 
second equation (3.64) is the cornpon-ent 
equation (3.65) is the part of 
(3.64)-(3.65) show, as r."C.l"·U'~'" 
kinematical variables) and 
to the total, 
>LA(;I,"O'." proceeds in analogy to 
1 (3.60) of the EM fields, current 
case. 
We assume a family of moving with 4-velocity u a and a 










rei) == (1 -
numbering each 
tensor of the 
the fundamental 
- v(i) v(i) Va) is Lorentz-boost factor 
assumption in its own rest 
rpab 
.! (i) = + + 
fluid's energy ~~"~"V.1 pressure 
has its own that in general 
, however, 
is the su'eSfl-el'ler!rV tensor of an fluid with 
/lei) r(i) (lL(i) + PCi») P(i) , 
P(i) = P(i) + ~ r(i) (lL(i) + PCi») (v2 + V(i») 
~f(i) (lL(i) + P(i») 
- ~? (i) 
2 2 1 V(i») , 3r(i) 2' 
"f(i) (IL( i) + a = Veil ) 
a 0 a (' . veil U a = = Veil na '/, IS 
an 
while gab is 





= 2 ( ) ( (a b) 1 c (i) Nab) rei) lL(i) + P(i) Veil veil - "2 veil Vc 
hab == gab + ua Nab + nanb is 
TV,."":.",.,, orthogonal to na , We remind the 
nothing but the components 
pressure 
on motion of 
gravitational 
paragraph U'"""'U,'h 
over '":"'n<ln to 
''''VVA""H tensor orthogonal to ua , whereas 
entirely 
UllU"lUUiUi:> in can be taken 











3.2. The 1+1+2 split of electrodynamics 47 
Therefore, the term J&) representing interactions other than electromagnetic between the fluids 
splits now according to 
(3.77) 
where C(i) is the work per unit volume due to the interaction, F(i) is the force density along the 
direction na and F(~) is the force density in the sheet. 
The nonlinear fluid equations 
Charged fluids will interact with each other in the presence of EM fields. The plasma consisting 
of the interacting fluids is governed by Maxwell's equations on one hand and by the matter 
conservation equations on the other. The electrodynamics of the plasma is now described in 
terms of Maxwell's equations (3.54)-(3.57), where the total charge density Pc is as usual defined 
by 
Pc = LPC(i) , (3.78) 
while the total 3-current density j(a) is decomposed as 
(3.79) 
The conservation laws of the individual fluid components are readily obtained from the 
corresponding 1 +3 equations. The energy density conservation equation (3.37) now becomes 
fi,( i) 
(3.80) 











aa) = - (}.L(i) + P(i») 





Pc(i) ( a b) +-- C +SabV(i) B + , 
1'(i) 1'(i) 
projecting parallel to na, equation for momentum conservation in 
(}.L(i) + P(i») (Aa + + veil aa) 
- (}.L(i) + P(i») + veil aa + + 6b 
(!¢ ~ + (ab vti») - + veil 2:;a 
n V(i)c) 
+ v~) 1 6
a 
P(i) + F(~) 
1'(i) 
2 
1'( i) 1'(i) 
- (P(i) + Veil + V(i) 6a P(i») V~) + 1'(i) + (.%'V(i)b - V(i) .%'b)] , 
projecting orthogonal to the conservation (3.39) now 
form 
(3.83) 
total fluid are in a similar the total energy !L'-:fl •• ~U .• u 
conservation (3.40) reads now 
flo = (¢ Q + Q - Qa aa + 
nab) . (3.84) 













total momentum conservation in sheet, 
p _ _ (ali + Q o;a) -
(QDb-DQb) (A 
- (rra + ~q)rra + aa - rr 
+ /b-
we UeiJ.UH;'U the total fluid 
J.L = j1( i) , p= 
Q Q(i) , Qa 
rr nfi) , 
the by 
Qb (Arr + Aa rra) 
/a tfBb • (3.85) 
Qb +QEa_ 
A a + Ab rrab ) 
rrabab + [(ab - ~ Eabl 





In 1+1+2 formalism, Maxwell's equations (3.54)-(3.57) together with 
equations (3.80)-(3.86) description of 
in 
once state for each individual 
thermodynamics should employed, too. The 
which are not of an 






















Cosmic magnetic fields 
this chapter, we will pursue two alternative paths for fields, 
path 
In Universe may be viewed as consisting primarily of an 
overall perturbations to currents and 
this process can long v;'''JU'',U vv'-"U'JU;'Q,~'VU, vortical 
velocity perturbations might a magnetic field which fulfills 
se(;ona path us to study 't",,.,,,,,'t,An h",1,,,,,,,,," gravitational waves 
This interaction turns out produced 
to 
an HL"''-WJ.vu' ...... Drcmo:,ed in [72, 73] is readily bo()ste:d towards the 
standard for to 
1 FLRW background spacetime 
To cosmic magnetic on we a model the Astro-
at Vd,'.,l"!."" agree in that our and hOlmogel1eciu 
requirements are fulfilled by the so-called !:<'nedlnaJD.-
the model(s) vV'''U'UHJ'''''lC'~'', allowing spa-
tial sections with flat, closed or open cu>r'rn,>'t from WMAP [129,130] suggest 
an au.u",,,, to a non-zero cm,m()lOl:?;lCl'll constant 
A typically only u,,,,vu,,,,,,, dominant at when 
we may A-term in our following m"i!'eSl;lg~:ttHms 












.1 background equations 
The FLRW .11U'U<:;''', are 
everywhere-isotropy. Thus, relative to 
ishing of 
(0 = ua = O"ab 
electric and u.a,o!"ov.", 
homogeneous 
sure p and 
Da == habvb is 
metric 
background 
Yab + UaUb) 
""a',lVl'" are the energy conservation 
Raychaudhuri 
the 
the constant = (-1, 0, 1) u" .. ""u,uv.;> the 
scale """'n.,,.,,, and a 
.2 Flat models with A 0 




o where the matter obeys a 
P = p(fJ,). 
the matter in 
our purposes it is to assume an 
... u,v.v'uo (4.1)-(4.3) background 
lution equation scale factor: 
P = W /-l, with constant barotropic w. The 














once choosing initial some arbitrary 
ti = a/a the inverse 
!e = ~ = --,-_---:-,-_2 ___ .,.---
3 a 
(4.5) 
once more, we find for the solution 
2 
aCt) = ai [~Hi (1 + w) (t - ti) + 1) 3(l+w) (4.6) 
The introduction a dimensionless time 
T= (1 w)(t - + 1 , (4.7) 
will turn out to 
of almost all 
allows for a convenient integration 
considered later, 
into account as well. 
of the barotropic the 
Hubble radius as H Henceforth, the energy 
from which we recover 
radiation '-AV"uu.uu"vv~ 
familiar results that I-" rv in a Universe in a 
significance 
O'v"bAU"F> of various 
of equations in 
T the eXl)re:SSl(ms 
During the late 
(dust), it is often rn"".,'nl~'n 
Z. The redshift is \.."o ...... ,,'u "".LLVLI"'-
Zi = Z(ti) is 
Hubble expansion rate 
T 1 corresponds to ti. 
T lies in the it not only easily right 
also includes the proper conditions, which will ease 
A further useful is that in terms of the 
1-") are identical for a constant barotropic index w. 
whose matter is 
the evolution 
as 
nnl''''''~'D in terms of the 
at some initial time ti, ao riOT'''' ... '''' 
is measured in proper units 
factor today 
(4.9) 











here, h denotes the normalised Hubble C;A~JC"',"lVU 
favouring a value of h = O. 71~g:gj. 
4.2 Cosmic magnetic 
early Universe 
Since the early Universe, 
it is reasonable to model this state in terms 
matter dominated era where the 
positrons. In such a 
in a natural way (for example, due to quantum 
currents, they also induce 
EM fields might serve as the long-sought 
multifluid approach in the 
protogalaxy model [92,93], and the Biermann battery 
driven magnetic fields, but we note that 
order, while the Harrison effect relies on Thomson 
The issue of tackling the 
tifluid and Maxwell equations around a FLRW model is 
approximation scheme characterised by two ':>Hl,C."U"""",,, 
III Cg - gravitational: 
III Cern - electromagnetic: 
In this way, terms which are second-order 
induced electromagnetic fields, or of '~i~",rl 
1 The fluid equations linearised 
We introduce fluids into the picture as nr,'"n.m 
multifluids in the 1 +3 
velocity u a and a collection 
== (1- is 





"v"' . .l.lU,p;, vorticity 
second 
o (i is fluid). 










4.2. Cosmic fields from 55 
the form 
T ab ( )ab ab (i) = f-t(i) + P(i) U(i) U(i) + P(i) 9 , (4.12) 
f-t(i) and P(i) are the fluid's 
metric. Note that in aon,o ... <> 
(jab, the vorticity 
pressure respectively, while 9ab is the 
own equation of state. 
FLRW spacetime demands that 
as the EM fields vanish to 
the latter bearing the consequence charge Pc by virtue of 
due to 
orthogonal to ua must 
order quantities and that 'Y(i) 
only collisionless plasmas, that 
fluids into account. We chose to 
heat flux, 
For each fluid, the linearised 
then take the form 
[J,(i) 





....... J''-'HUO and velocity components 
energy frame, defined by the vanishing 
energy, momentum and number density (YU1"'t>r,,~.t.1r\n 
( e + Da V(~)) (f-t(i) + P(i)) , 
P(i) - V(~) P(i) -le (f-t(i) + P(i)) V(~) , 




the total pressure is P total 
p, 
energy frame) 
equations give the following 
-~ e E a + curl B a - f-toj(a) , 






















Ua,I,lUllD (4.14)-(4.22) are our main tools investigating .... a.:>11J'a, in cosmology up to 
(dust) 
and with charge. 
Electrically induced velocity 
we 
matter content as a 
Consider an ""'>Jll-\jlC; Sitter and a two-fluid "'''~~T.t:l1m with each JJVJ'~"'~~V having 
a U""-11£'''' elner'gy-mOITleIltUlII tensor relative to its own In the h",('k-arr.lln only 
densi ty I-" = 1-"1 + 1-"2 the expansion Note that to zero 
va,U'Da'OD (i.e. Pc = n2) = 0), 
opposite ql -e = -Q2' It that Pc is a first 
Furthermore, I-"i = mi ni since no 
SPE~ClElS have 
gauge-invariant 
is the mass 
<OlV'.''''H~''' to species (i)]. In it to introduce 
Given our choice (i.e. = 0), equation (3.27) to order 
to the relation 
hp,twP,f'n va va, where 81-" 1-"1 1-"2 and 61-"/1-" is of time. 
I-" and 01-" identically with more explicitly, 
















4.2. Cosmic magnetic fields from velocity perturbations in the early Universe 57 
a relation which will be used very often in the following analysis. The Raychaudhuri equation 
then becomes 
( 4.27) 
Then, employing equations (4.15) and (4.16) we obtain the propagation formulae for N, nand 
va 
Iv - (8 + Da Va) N , (4.28) 
it -8n - NDa va, ( 4.29) 
v(a) -~8va_':' (ml+m2) Ea. 
3 2 ml m2 
( 4.30) 
As expected, equations (4.28) and (4.29) show how velocity perturbations, depending on the 
sign of their 3-divergence, can increase or decrease the number density dilution caused by the 
expansion. More importantly, equation (4.30) shows that the presence of the electric field acts as 
a source of linear velocity perturbations in the charged plasma, even when such perturbations are 
originally absent (i.e. when Va = 0 initially). In what follows we will see that a non-zero initial 
velocity perturbation can give rise to density fluctuations [ef. (4.29)]' generating a perturbed 
non-zero charge density which through equation (4.21) may seed electric fields. 
4.2.3 Velocity induced density perturbations 
Consider the dimensionless, first-order, gauge-invariant variable 
(4.31) 
where a is the background scale factor and D2 = hab Da Db is the covariant Laplacian operator 
normal to u a . The above describes inhomogeneities in the total number density of the particles 
and, consequently, it also describes inhomogeneities in the total energy density. To linear order 
the evolution of .6. is determined by the system 
-.2"+ 6J.l aD2j'/ 
J.l 
-~ 8.2" - ;j N [(ml + m2).6. + (ml - m2) a2 D2 y] 
_1 8 j'/ + .;! (};2 I/. a Y 
3 4'-' 
1 


















4 . In 
and used Maxwell's equation (4.21). Note that 
the expansion 
charge of the 








1/ describe scalar mrlOIltlO~~eIlleIt.leS in 
o , 
( 






(4.37) will act as an ero,""""""" driving term in the cOITeemondinl! 
2 . 1 (3 2 1) + 8t:.--J-it:.= -a +-
3 2 4 2 
Y, 
obtained by taking 
tions (4.35) and 
that the right hand 
the (JLU0iua "''''''r'TITl,n 
of equation .n\.i"VJ.UH.'1<. to equa-
act as sources density 
the part containing stems 
In order to UaL;'JJU" (4.37) and (4.38) it is to decompose the 
turbed) fields into a "",,:.,,1(:" 
Helmholtz 
where Da Y(k) = 0 
background, 
differentiation with rtC'"nec>I'T 
;\ 1/ 4 
W(k) + 3T 
temporal part, using as eigenfunctions Q(k), 
132]. In particular we 
= 0 and D2 
energy density 
uuu""'"J.\J'UC;",, time 
Q(k) . For an .LIU"'''L;'OU .. ·U<;;; 
as e = 2/t = 3Hi /T and J-i 
T UC;iU'C;U in (4.7) was used. 
equations (4.38) (4.37) (a prime means 
the dimensionful cosmic time t differs from the dimensionless time T a constant shift, dotted 











If 4 , 
l(k) + 37 l(k) + = 0 , (4.41) 
to the of parameter a we substitute back 
gravitational constant and write 
(4.42) 
a» 1 the to the 
Ll{k) = + (4.43) 
l'{k) = [CI cos (a 
modes the o~u,uu.,< ... ,,>''''U'-';;;, in addition to the 
instability picture, we have v.a,UH:;U a mode representing high-frequency plasma 
velocity charged 
I ...... "' • ., .... and, as expected, has negligible the extra 1-' ..... "'",.". 
as we move on to "",..''>''' .. =10 smaller scales (Le. k » 1). 
It should also be pointed out that a finite temperature will in cause Landau u."""'''I-'''''' 
much larger Debye length (which is proportional to 
particles) and in this case dust fluid is well 
4.2.4 Velocity induced electromagnetic fields 
for Wi:tVeleH:~L11::; 
thermal velocity of the I-""""UI'''''' 
For a cold plasma, the currents for each fluid may be written as 
Maxwell's 
·(a) _ .(a) + 
J -11 











From Maxwell's Ua,vJlUll1> (4.19)-(4.22), ( 4.46) (4.29), one can 
wave for 11lU.UIVt'U electromagnetic fields. are 
5 . 
+ 3 8E(a} + a? + =2 18 3 (4.47) 
/.La e/(ml + m2). Ba curl Va are solenoidal, whereas 
It is worthwhile to note the magnetic is solely 
inhomogeneities in the 
H,u'~~ll~H,"~ointhelluJ'Hu.~" n~n~t1~" 
in contrast to which is ~~"~Nvl 
Both equations look 
inho-
similar, the differences originating either 
the case of 
total current or from a 
/LT'3T'rn in the wave 
the charge 
comes 
from the non-stationarity of total current its largeness rv 1042 for an e+ e-
to behaviour of 1J10;:)HJ.a, t::l11::0..;\,"'. as will shown 
the preceding section for a rl1"''''1<'''''''1'1 of plasma mode in the 







equations for driving terms, 
the driving terms are 
. 18 











(4.53) (4.52) Maxwell 's ~'1Y~U"JH (4.20). In order to find 
to the above un"lVlj,,,. we extract them the and (vector) 











Scalar un; ... "", 
In analogy with (A.20), we set 1/ a Da Va and £ a Ca. Equation then 
into 
MaY, ( 4.54) 
where the equality is a Combining 
- 1/ / a with and using and (4.27) 
a Ca D2£+ :2 g-
one can the electric wave (4.50) to 
.. (4 £+ 38 - t + [~82 + -~)M]£=O. 
It is also easy to see that equation (4.54) additionally 
and Y: 
rise to VIJ'''';;a,~lVU equations for 
( 4.57) 
Hence, U""",:vuo (4.56)-(4.58) all emanate from (4.54). that in 
Coulomb "\0',""-11""'" nature of 
equation (4.56), 






background zero cosmological 
constant, 8 = 2/t = 3 hold. In view which 
us that in the llUJ:UU';Jl density Y feed part of and 
field, we \OHVV",,,, to determine 
the velocity vs: Vi == V(T 
uau,,',";,., ... lU""O time variable T, 
scalar 
V(k) = 1 {Vi 
of above 
1) and v~ == v'(l) (a prime stands 
read (we the 
conditions 
Employing 
5 which indicates 
+ V~) sin (w In T) } , 










62 4. Cosmic !UG,,",Uv 
Here, we introduced 
with the constant 
scale, L, via (an 
length AH :::; 1/ Hi as well as 
k=21fa/A=21f 
evaluation at initial 
wavelength A associated 
defined a dimensionless 
_k_ = 21f (AH) Ll. 
ai A i 
further used the 
is proportional to w :::; 
same high-frequency 
solution (4.61 )that 
grows logarithmi-
was obtained in the 
induced density per-
turbation modes Y(k) are completely negligible on large scales but Oe(:OIrle important at small 
of the 
cally in time. The solutions 
section. It is 
k» 1 » L. 
Vector modes 
to (A.23), we set 
of relation 
~(a) - D2~a + (e 
.:t(a) + 1 e 
a with 
[ 1 2 (3 2 1)] - 2 + -- e + - a + - J.i £ =-9 4 3 a 3 (4.63) 
3 ..: 1 e-







a harmonic u';,,>vu'IJ'-"n~!vu 
induced modes 
£" 4C/ [41 
(k) + 3 T (k) + 9 £2 + 
corrects a typo in the 




9 v(k) , ( 4.67) 
3a2 
T G(k) , = 











fJlJ" 4, 4 
(k) + 3 T fJlJ(k) + 
8fP 
3 T2 .Jf(k) , (4.69) 
,;t;' 1 
(k) + 3T 
3 [, 1 
fJlJ(k) + 3 T (4.70) 
we [denoting that variables in equations (4.67)-(4.70) are 
vector harmonic CO€:ttlClen length L with (4.62) 
the contribution of the J..Ja,I-JLa,\"H.t,H 
terms of 
the mode is much ",rc • .,,.,,r 
may 
and (4.65), respectrve 
of the variables, 
,uV'u, .. ",,,, by 
CY!.Utl,LU!li:) imply 
solved analytically in 
If the waW'!14"lnQ' 
, we may neglect 
"",,, .. ,,,..,... (4.69)-(4.70) 
or ultra-short wavelengths 
. It that the 
solved analytically the (real) oVJ.UU>'JUO are found to 
V(k) = cos (w + sin(w In T)} , (4.71) 
+ 6wC3 ) cos (wlnT)+ -6w sin (w T)}, (4.72) 
In T)} , 
= cos(w In + D2 sin(w In T)} 
wherew The has only two modes its «"-m'Orn 
long-wavelength L ---; 00 when k = O. that 
the vector u .... """',, of .Jf:"a are linearly of Va [according to (4.49)], thus we 
a8$"",v. integration constant 3 
we think the electromagnetic crPl""r~1'~'rI by the perturbations, we choose 
~V'lUH'lVJ..ofurv $, ro~na.0h'''QI·,,· Vi == v(l), V~ == v'(l) ,Jf:i $(1), 
Jf:i' $'(1). this set initial conditions, the integration constants Ci 




the exact solutions of the third-order ODEs for k 0 are ,",VlJl1>,u<:a 
become .'W,C;-U'"IJ"'HU'Oll •• 










64 4. Cosmic 
there is no for D3 since represents the evolution of a 
magnetic (free , which is not by the velocity 4 
The solutions and the (expansion normalised) electric agree 
then with show the same in time, as 
The induced field attains two 
a the 
slower expansion homogeneous 
which fall off like The plasma thus effectively acts the expansion's to 
dilute the fields. 
Generated electromagnetic 
that UU"F,"'"'"'" field (4.74) is decaying therefore still a 
some processes conditions. particular interest is the 
question of the 1Het"1.,,,, field strength UPT'<>T!'TP' by the vortical U"'"""1O of the plasma 
e.g., without keeping a standard decaying the background. solutions (4.73) 




assume that at some 
Vl<:1,;:sllJli:t always fields. 
= 1) there 
in 
to In the OVUH'UJUa (4.73) and (4.74), 
may be dropped we have typically 
l.na.aUla, which are 
terms containing 
« w ~ 1021 • 
llU'UJ;<.11L to occur naturally 
integration constant 
the amplitude 
U"UI.\'.'C<U magnetic can roughly be appr()xim~Lted as 
81 units, we 
IB(t)1 ;S 
or alternatively in terms 
8 
1a?l(T) I ::s "3 
physical Hli:t."Ht 
(::) 
vU<J .... u z, using 1 + z 
field 5, B = 8 
(ti) 1/6 1 - - x 2 x t t 
2 a?l It, 
G, (4.77) 
(4.78) 
the inhomogeneous case k =/; 0, this part of the solution is clearly induced the velocity perturbations, 
which is seen by the solution of the third-order ODE. 











where we also have "lO.nl,,,,,,,''; e = 3 H = 3 (1 + z)3/2 with Hubble 




uv.ue." .. scattering becomes »v/,ul', ..... '" (z '" 1000), 
'" 10-25 Evolving this towards a 
limits before effects important, 
Redshifting to z :::::: 10, at the onset of the 
to B rv The 




It ",uue .. u 
vanishing 
noted that 
the initial given 
proper units. 
at 
decoupling ti '" 300'000 yrs, 
It is to include in 




U""~VU'P"'UF. in the 
a consequence our first order approximation O"'ll"'L'''''', 
the velocity a 
such a field at last 
motions of as well, an possibly 
to a higher a scenario ...... 'I"I"\'n£, .... 
means to 
The 
our approximation scheme to order in the 
might be due to recent progress in 




applicable the both scalar 








velocity We resort once again to 
(
t,)1/21 
Vi i t x 2 x V -I m , (4.80) 
of the order of one fur an elelctn)n-po~iltrIDn- or an electron-











IE(z)1 Vi h -'----"--:::-;-:- x 2 X 10-23 (4.81 ) 
velocity perturbations magnitude Vi f'V 10-
5 in 
'" 1000), would to an electric of 
fJ~L'HF> the energy density of the electric and magnetic we find that 





in a cosmological context. 
field amplification by gravitational 
mechanism 
v"'v,'vucu wave (GW) 
at the nt"'''''''''r a orE;-eX]stltn 
which accompanies most inflationary 
scenarios. We aim to show that this interaction can produce a OLU.UV.''-'H 
a field at the of to meet '"'''.1.'0'''''' for the dynamo [70,71] 
to work. 
issue how to with the coupling between "",v .• vual waves the 
field is A commonly used approximation the literature is to assume that 
is that its contribution to 
it does not disturb the isotropy of the FLRW background [20-23,25]. 
tensor is such 
is done 
matter energy of field than 
-1 
f-io « f-i and that its anisotropic pressure is negligible: IIab == 
The problem U ...... lIHQ,"lVU is that it is not !!all!!e-lnVar 
sense, so one can therefore not that, when calculating 
through its with FLRW (such as , it leads 
to physically meaningful results. In order to solve problem we develop a self-consistent 
based on sec:ona-o,ra~"lr by recent 
work of Clarkson 
way 
clearly 
and Clarkson et al. [136]. the seed magnetic field is treated as a 
l'leo, ... ro"nrl FLRW model and to 
are second in 
Adopting this approach allows us to write Maxwell's equations a 
with interaction terms 
moaes induced by the field interaction. 











'''C'b''''''V''~ field is amplified proportionally to the by the propagating 
waves. gravitational boost is to square of 
field's original scale. Notice that same reported in [74], where the weak-
however, this was at expense 
U',",U""'Ll out below. 
immediately C!l1tTfT",.C!TC! 
could lead to significant amplification when dealing with 
when to of roughly kpc today, 
the mechanism leads to an amplification 
aYYoO,."co from a period 
to 
the spectrum of 
"",~uc.rTl'rl into an 





boost can easily 
re[Uerlts, without 
well within 
extra amplification during LvL"vU,VLUi'" In 
<;OU.Uao'."A;;U":;'UV is so effective that in can bring the within limits even 
within conventional cosmological models which are not dark-energy dominated. is more 
when the extra of the to the of 
protogalaxy, is also account. 
4.3.1 
If we wish to waves a cosmo-
we immediately a second-order in perturbation theory lJv'~a",l"'v both 
field as as GU."""." in the exact may 
individually regarded as first perturbations. Using the 1+3 covariant approach [2, 
we therefore develop a 
magnitude of a HVUL'-'l'>vU'AJUO UL~'I'>"'vV;''-' 
the 0(£8£9) as is the '''''''1'>'''" 
in at se<:onlQ-;OT<ler 
while terms of order O( E~) and are discarded. 
splwetmaes may divided up and as shown 





lII:Fl Exact perturbed a homogeneous magnetic energy ~~."~.v., 
curvature are O( E iJ); 


















interactions terms of order CJ( € B€9)' 
and CJ(€g) al-'~J"'a,,, 
in S as 'seCOll<1-'onler 
in as 'first-order' and to 
not imply 
that the electric is perturbatively >:lill.a.we;! than the 
,sSUlml)tlCm that the very early 
works). The 
in principle, but would to the perturbation 
interactions between electric field to 
into account as However, a more n:;t1.W::.LIL the 
between waves and 
scope of the present 
Having 
as as possible, 
vV'1<""JLVI">""-"o.,. constant A and 
a multifiuid description 
lU"-'UC;UH1J"., the currents, but that is beyond 
we turn to yo"",,,,,,',,, concomitant keep 
will allow us to illuminate 
of state matter on 
ourselves to the irrotational case, that is, we require the vorticity Wab to 
interaction. We limit 
throughout. 
perturbations 
The already been reviewed in subsection 4.1.1 and we h",yo,,,fA"'" head 
straightforward towards the 








As a result, 
on 
or charges in 
nomc.ge:ne()Us over a coherence length. are 














a scale factor, e,g" 8 3 =3 denotes the inverse 
Gravitational waves 
waves are 
lua'1411<;Ll\., (Hab) Weyl components, which are 
are obtained by switching off 




vector (0 = 
Hab - curl (Jab· 
propagation tensor HLUU"'L> are 
Cr(ab) + i 8 (Jab 
+8 = curl (curl (Jab) ~ (JL + p) (Jab, 
8 and JL. every with the 
(FOGl) tensor the linearised identity 
curl (curl Tab) = 
the electric (Eab ) and 
pure tensor modes 





we see that 
shear, namely 
gravitational waves are ~v ....... ,'~ determined by a closed wave for the 
( 4.88) 
in the light (4.84) (4.85), once the solution is known, it also 
the to tensor. 
problem 
u,-",uv, .. ;;} govern the interaction GW 
neutrality and 
with 
currents as well as back-reaction induced sec:onla-O,rQE~r ""'-"""'" 
we obtain EM 
curl Ba ! 













Observe that EM 
effects. Moreover, 








to disregarding vorticity 
u"",o,U''''C; it contains a mixture 
we are interested in is 
interaction between the (5 ab first-order magnetic field iJa , ne~ne(:tlIJlg the 
the induced magnetic field. How to the 
perturbations in a consistent 
In special relativity, the standard procedure would be to use a power 




where the nr~',._I'1,,.r1£>,.. 
insertion of this expansion into the 
~,",~~V"'AA (4.82). Although 
system yields only second-order terms, the procedure 
not commutation for 
operators (cf. appendix A) could not be 
we '-''''''''''''''v' COlunmt,atllon relation 
spatial gradient applied to 
is introduced the 
= 
does not agree with 







for (D a Bb)' is substituted 
+ H bd BC d Cdac + (5 c 
+ (4.95) 
..L denotes projection onto fundamental rest space. This can 
only be if all interaction terms are zero. It is via the Weyl 
curvature is brought in through the back door which to the and 
affects interaction. It is this feature that the power series procedure faulty. 











not in Fl. 
U"'''''Uj,,,, which satisfactorily 
at Maxwell's 
has to 





We chose to describe used at second 
TOY'''''' ... ".,.''' in terms variable == (Jab . Hence, Maxwell's Ua",lVIH, can written in 
ga,uge-invariant terms at second order, __ ~' __ ~".' 
• 2 
E(a) + '3 SEa 
f3a + curl 




where latter is equivalent to 0= (Jab is 
U,Uj."H'UO are regarded as UV".'J""cc 
UU.I"",'" conductivity is made, in particular that all 
to f3a = In this case, once 
invariant) generated magnetic 
integration of f3a. 
in a truly "-u" .. ",,,,-.,, manner. 
Wave 
Having written the 
we now turn to the 
constant; this 
influence hai·,n~''''1'''1 GWs and 1.U~'Fl""-' 
current in Maxwell's CY • .la,LIVl.'" 
are naught, Maxwell's equations 
is the gauge-
",,,,ua.un .• "',,,,,,1. observer can 
to stress 











.... Vell ..... U<>.IVIJ'i:> on how these 
In particular, it 
field at to consistent equations in "1J<>L1<)," flat "'1.'-""-''''''0 only. 
Wave equation for the interaction variable 
us first the wave equation for the interaction 
(Jab U'Gl'VUJ,,"O to F2 field to Fl, 
to only at 
commutator relations do not 










to an evolution equation for 
Uo,"lU'UO (4.82), (4.85), (4.86) 
. 4 
f(a) + '3 e fa 
. 5 
J(a) + '3 e 
we that 
we need the o,U,'dU'r. .. 
, we at 
the magnetic 
D2 (uabB b) = (D 2 uab) Bb. J.-JuuU'''~"'Ub the 
fa is found to be 










In the case of 
(Ja, from 
obtained 
conductivity, the solution to -"1'---"--- (4.101) instantly yields the 
by might 
Wave the olc ..... f-' ... , 
wave equation the induced field, we 










= curl - Hab 
to substitute curl above and the expansion 
~ + A)] 







to show term Ka , as well as curl and Hab ,respectively, can be found from 
wave equation 










4.3. Primordial waves 
example, wave equation curl the curl equation (4.101) using 
the case is similar to the derivation wave equation 
for term 
It will later purposes to vUJ,'''''U'C'L the rotation. the curl 
of (4.105), we immediately at 
( curl .. _D2 (curl Ea) + ~ e (curl = curl 
we note the interesting 
(4.108) 
is, for a cosmological model with spatial sec:tlcms we have curl = 0 and, therefore, 
the electric rotation is not induced interaction hplh"~""'n U'u,o;uv and 
at second-order level is a consequence, the 
between U"'''hU'/V''' produces in a spatially a U"Nb"'~ as 
limit high 
However, upon closer inspection of the term Ka in equation (4.105) one discovers 
that term is actually zero UC;\,.a,w>c; of identity [113] 
which holds 
0= (4.109) 
any vector and tensor = A(ab) to the congruence U a . 
vUU'O\o" perturbative scheme is consistent if 
is (cf. 
of having a spatially ho:molgelnecms 
be ~r-'''-'-
8 below). In essence, we see that the 
magnetic field at 
the 




'UV'-'L"'o, however, a wave equation for Pa is needed to del;ennirle 
may be the rnt)Q1Clr<> 
follows 
For closed or open 
The 










for curl via 108), which to 
.. 2 7' [7 
P(a) D Pa + '3 8 P(a) + '9 
= 
2 7' 
- D + '3 8I(a) + (4.110) 
that models with the LHS of the 
H"''-UU'v~" - in with the comment following equation (4.107). A slight "'iHip"'''''''''''''' is 
achieved by employing equation (4.101) finally a wave equation 
+ - ~ (11 + 2 p A)] 
(4.111) 
It is ",,,,Ii "",1" the gn:lLVH,!:tLIUIlI:Ll waves source fluctuations 
field variable Another variant to derive equation (4.111) 
Maxwell's ( 4.97) (4.96) to get of 









generated electromagnetic we turn to the solving 
findings, it is only to 
flat models. of simplicity, we restrict ourselves to Hl'-'UCl<:> with zero ,-V"U".HVI"-'''''''-' 
constant -VVe assume matter to a p = w 11, with 
constant barotropic index w. We will use time 
T 
we are merely universes with fiat spatial induced 'U~,f>H"" 
found by integrating over To this end, it suffices to for the interaction 
variable A standard harmonic 131,132] is to take care the 
Laplacian operator. We the O'ab = O'(k) Q~~) in pure tensor harmonics, where 
. (k) (k) 
as Q(ab) 0 =-(k2/a2 )Qab gravitational wave 
is associated with physical wave length AGW = 211' a/k. Since the magnetic field in obeys 
curl = 0, it that D2 = (curl = 0 and that of 
magnetic field Qin) in pure vector (solenoidal) reduces to Sa = 
(ad a) 2 and the index i for evaluation at some time k 












assumption of homogeneity 8. Of course, harmonics 
o D2 Q~n) _(n2/a 2 ) Qin). Perturbations in S are 
the relations Q~:? = 
the vector 
'U'-'U"~O 9 VJl) == Q~) Qfn)' which are readily verified to fulfill standard 
V(~l = 0 and D2 VJl) = _(£2/a2) VJl») wavenumber £ £2 = (ka + na)(ka + na) . 
...... "'-''-'''"'0''" the magnetic in F1 got only the zero mode in our ~'r,'''~H.". the 
£ with the the 
Using unified time variable 7 we the wave 
equation (4.101) for differential equation: 
9 ( )2 /I 4 1 + W I(l) + (4.112) 
where a means ditferi~ntiation with T4:'"n4:'I'T to 7. Initial conditions are vU'JCl'CU as follows: 
I(l) (ti) = (J(k) (ti) 
1(£)(7 1) [(J(k)(1) - -3..,--4----:.(J 
here, iT(k) (ti) = (3/2) (1 + w) (J(k) (1) was is the initial amplitude of 




In limit (£ --t 0), shear perturbation 
tends towards infinity, the solution of equation (4.112) is easily found to be 
(4.115) 
C2 are constants If the initial (4.113)-( 4.114) are \.,uu,,,cu, 








of the commutator relation (4.104), which holds for in the of D" 0 and 
therefore curl = 0 is only consistent for a flat Universe-in an open or closed Universe, a current is 
needed to the field's llUlIlU!5,jllt:lLY 











We remark is in result obtained by 
H.la,;:;'.lL'JU!\J field (4.83) with the long-wavelength the 
onl:!-VlraVlEl1eJrlg1:;n GWs is Whence, the total in of 
the 
equation (4.88). 
1 (2+6W )] 7 3(1+w ) - 1 
1+3w 
where is of interacting with 
for physical reasons that the induced H!(,l,t:.H'OVA'-' 
We stress that the interaction to an CLlLlIJUU,""""lo..,H the lUOo,l'.HG 
equation of state because of 
of equation (4.118). 
Let us look at some cases. For the of 






UUIIHIJlOov<;U era, the matter is accurately 
, this yields the >LA"';:;',"vU 
w 1/3 
limit the UAUtJU., .... ,"'''.lV' .. 'U~,'U'.r on the 
to the horizon (0'/ Hk 
to interaction equation 112) 
(x, y) + J2 y)) , 
constants denote 












Observe in the 0, sol ution (4.115) is """."""0.""'-' 











analytic fashion for every barotropic parameter w. We will state B.a,,,-ll'""'\., field 
in case of dust radiation, 1""0 ..... 0",.""" For dust, w=Q 
the full lll(;t,,,U," is 
B~~t(a) = ( 4.123) 
while for radiation, where w = 1/3 and a = ai r 1/ 2, total magnetic modes 
(4.124) 
Here, we the gravitational wavelength = 21fa/k and Hubble 
1/ H. The UllU""P.o,.r the eXj:)reSSl0I1S oscillating 
at least as fast as inverse scale factor . Note that when long-wavelength 
limit of above is (4.120) are 
(4.123)-(4.124) clearly show how the generated depends on the initial 
the 
cannot be 
due to its quadratic 
energy density of 
follows, 
time 
"1"t£,,..,.£,rl by the GWs, while 
both It 
if the wavelength 
case of ACW » A B 
ACW « effect De(~Onaes H"'F.,UFo" 
IJ'U"'LU"'CH.,v on ACW. If we divide the ULH.uUF," (4.123)-(4.124) through the 
the uV.UUJ"o".l~ can be OCUHU .• U.l as 
the have been = 0 was A 
VHI::, .... '". n'''''5'''"''U'"'-' field can thus be achieved for super-horizon gravitational 
waves in resonant case, AH « ACW rv A B < 00, if () / H is not too 
a almost identical to (4. was obtained in [741, wherein the factor 
1/10 is 
ACW r-.; A B' 
However, our 
result in [74] assumes « 
conditions, namely a non-vanishing initial 
in [74]), leading to an such 
interaction kicks in. In particular, with the "'C;\JH,cuu,nu 
vou"u,-,u in [72, in iJ is to produced 











In to vO"Jllua 1J11Jl1\JC'''!'-'j! of the seed field to the interaction with we 
in this subsection the same 
way, we can 
ones obtained 
compare the results derived within our e:alH!€-ln'1'8 method 
In 
the 
the later on. convenience, we use natural 
that the evolution the (spatially Universe is dominated by a energy 
component as a cosmological constant or the minimum the 
dynamo to is of 10-30 G at the time of completed galaxy formation 
and coherent on a scale at turbulent eddy, roughly f'V 100 pc [70]. 
Such a B I'Y G with length 
rv 10 kpc on a comoving scale if the field remains frozen into the cosmic 1J1d';:'111"CL the 






is frozen into 
Hubble 




grcLvlt;atllonal waves whose on,n .. ,.." density 
at which ULa'~""J""V field was B f',J 1022 G 




~.y .. ,...," .. of mpl= = 1.22 X 1019 the 
mass with G Newton's constant {see, for [140-143]). for 
i(~J ' ( 4.127) 
i indicates the end of 
H/mpl"-' 10-6, which comfortably 
quadrupole anisotropy 
interaction such a primordial magnetic field GWs produced by to 










we find the uu"",,<.'''' 
c:::: 1+- Jl. B [ 1 (A -) 
10 AH i 
(4. 






thus brings an inflationary 
the requirements of the galactic dynamo mechanism 
the to 
Clearly, QU.'PJ.j,U"C::W.VU process makes it to meet 




AGW » A iJ) is taken 
subsection 4.3.5). though the solutions 19), (4.120) show a growth proportional 
(quadratic) to proportionality ((j I H)i in 
is far too in order to ",,'1111''''<> the 
GW on average homogeneous Hla.!".'''_!;l'' fields is completely negligible in 
waves. 
the ... ,'''''''''''- appriOXJlmaU.on and 
interaction fields in the Cm;In(HO~?)1CIj,1 
investigated in [74], oV-va,,,::;u weak-field aplproxin1atlon 
one test Ba in the background, 
stress "~l""''''~'V U.1J.jJ''''''" on 
between 
limit of long-
1T'ab = Bb) c:::: 0 c:::: Da Bb to zero to it is 
necessary to B2 = 0 = Eabc curl ill addition to the Wa = 
o with pure ,....m"tc"~t fluid cosmologies. the weak-field 
the the arising a 
GWs were derived in a spatially flat 
state p wp,: 











where the GWs are wave equation 
+ O'(k) O. (4.130) 
shear is as O'ab O'(k) Q~~), while for the magnetic 
= B(i) VJi) with vJ£) = Q~~) Qtn) was aUI..'IJ"<;'"' magnetic field 
as (ai/a)2 and = Q~n) is "M''''U'''' .... u.. 
We want to compare our results with the COITeEIDOndmg ones in the approximation. 
For simplicity, we to case of dust. As pointed out only 
is n = 0, when thus 
<Oa.I'-H'C;J.U approximation, 
in [74], however, is not applicable in the back to the for 
the the authors of [74] when solving 
equations (4.129)-(4.130), see equation (19) in [74]. 
In what below, we solve (4.129)-( 4.130) 
for the shear instead of n.<;;":;'IJH,lF; the dominant as in [74]. We specify the initial 
every mode k of O'(k)(ai) = O'i! 0 for every 
mode £ = k of the generated magnetic field B(£) (ai) = 0 = solution, including the 
an k the 
(i) 
BDust(a) .......: 1 + 2 ( a.)2 [ 0" a Hi + 131) 
U",""UJU", f ( Va; k) is built of oscillatory terms with amplitude (AGW / AH); 
at most the un-displayed as as a- 1/ 2 . this is with 
our result (4.123), one another time behaviour. More strikingly, 
now the term f au,.puLJ.v", the Va 
the limit k/(ai Hi) « 1. This is in contrast to the gauge-invariant 
the but then adiabatically a-2• On the 
in the limit of long-wavelength GWs (k -> 0), the exact full solution is now 
(4.132) 
n.;::"""'" we obtain a solution whose time behaviour differs from that in (4.119). 











above. reason the that at least the examples 
uoo" .. ",;u within the weak-field V.h,lLU',,",O'VH are in 0't>1no,'" not congruent with 
the ",,-,,..,,,,,.v in 
GW s is background 
strictly in the FLRW background. We ,...,,,,uuu solves 
-iJ +28 - (a) 3 




A further important remark concerns the conductivity, that, 
within our and for spatially to-ml:tgrletlc interaction 
to an 
because the 
If one supposes conductivity 
dissipated away, yielding a 
one simply has to use 
the medium that high 
induced field, then 
+ ~ B-(O) (O,i)2 3 = (irk) i a 
is so 
affect the 
electric fields are quickly 
129) no 
instead, while equation for shear (4.130) is unaltered. This means the weak-field 
as our galLlg~Hrlva 
high conductivity limit, and only there, It is 
conductivity of the cosmic a 
contrast to of our gauge-invariant 
4.4 Summary 
the 
v .... , U'~''-'' approximation 
field, 
on cosmic we in section 4.3 multi-component 
fluid equations in chapter 3 about a FLRW Universe and then applied them to an 
(EdS) matter field is an zero 
pressure (which made EdS model a background), how, when is 
a presence of an can lead to velocity even 
when the are originally absent, We found that velocity distortions can source inho-
in the density, the energy of fact, 
our linear presence of an extra mode, high-frequency plasma 










on scales \JVi!"l'J."'! smaller 
importance as as structure formation is 
i:>lU,CUl-O"Ul", physics that could a role 
<>IJIJUC;U our covariant equations to look 
fields 
ort:.tf'll·P is of 
interesting 
formation. 
to velocity perturbations in a wave equations, with velocity 
role a source, were were solved for both scalar 
vector perturbations. show high-frequency behaviour typical 
era, we found a net magnetic field B f'V 
U""O"""5 vorticity the velocity pelrturblltl<)nS 
occur naturally in the early Universe, this ale"F."'''' 




are a of ways to prE~SeJt1te:a in section 4.3. One 
possibility is to 11£"·H1."'''' thermal which occur in a photon-baryon a non-
zero acc::eller8~tlCm 
oscillations. The inclusion 
a more <>1"'111'<>1"0 
to 
a radiation gas and Thomson SC(lLttE:n 
the at 
to Harrison's protogalaxy model [92, . In addition, one 
and electrons (see and .. at,o .. "' ..... ",,., 
a covariant context. In this 
and neutrinos to 
model to 
force 
to cosmology in 
interactions, 
gradients in either 
instance, (non-relati vistic) PY{:'r1':{:'l1 by neutrinos on 
is by [145] 
(4. 
ew is the Weinberg angle and G F is the constant. 
counterpart, could act as a driving force for fluctuations in the 
giving a neutrino in the eMB, having an structure as 
~ ~~rum~ ~ cl 
[146] (see also Ref. [147] for the same equations), 
theory, could in to a ga'UgCHl1va 
for cosmological applications (see also [148]), but is 
4.4, we have 
cal gravitational waves, 
""F.'Co,o" ...... the properties magnetic 














variables we were to obtain in terms 
quantities, with no ambiguity U~"U'L"U"UF. the physical 
clearly '-""-".,LL'-,,,,, 
full set of 
gravitational waves 
shows growing behaviour of 
due to the interaction a 
were in different fluid regimes, in particular dust and radiation, 
results 
it was established 
that dominant contribution to the same in both 
interaction was found to boost 
inflationary era, those predicted in [72,73]' more than 10 nr",pr", of magnitude 
within Moreover, we the 
Ula,~lUU. therebyext;endm:g re-




there is a the 
variables are used as compared to the case of a weak-field ap-
two high seem 
in the waves 




















Scalar field and electromagnetic 
perturbations on RS class II 
spacetimes 
1 Overview 
covariant 1 +3 approach, UA"'~U."'U,",U in chapter 2, proven to a powerful in 
tic especially its application of covariant perturbation 
[2] . This well 
vVC""',,"V,;L"'>'L applications model is nOlnO):!;en.eOllS that is 
of Friedman-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) type. However, if con-
sideration ideally Uv,-,a,W,.c; its 
in n"",'r''''T is not <1Al'1,,;n1CnTA to another preferred 
orthogonal to a sec()na TY"l"TArT'At1 direction. rest-s'oa(;e are 
covariantly split in such a way that obtained quantities still have a 
many benefits. 
In chapter, we 
naturally the 1+3 approach 
application to 
which are locally rotationally ,Wlnll.''''',,",I:1 
possessing a continuous isotropy group at each point and a multiply-transitive 














is ideally for a covariant 
terisation in terms scalar 
Such a covariant ,"W,,,,,,,U,-"""U'.VLJ. 
nN''''''nic",rt in [112L whereas orthonormal 
'vk'"UU'M a complete charac-
physical or 
in We will include LRS imperfect fluids our treatment but the ----r--· .. ··- be 
mainly on LRS II is without 
Oe(:OIrle a 2-surfaces. 
time 
tion [154], a ,-,Vk"kV,,",'AU,",.Vk 
gravitational 
perturbations are well 
formalism, we find 
ua""lVUi:l, as described 




Regge-Wheeler equation for electromagnetic 
We 
Vaidya spacetimes [12,157], 
of ODEs plus an algebraic constraint, once harmonics have been intra-
duced. This a 
as the solutions describing a static magnetic dipole or a static uniform HAL.F.A.,,, field at infinity. 
We also key wave of 








n.,,"tcu't fluids towards fluids a new, somewhat streamlined notation. 
1+1+2 formalism is ideally suited to study spacetimes which local rotational 
<nlnTrr,I"TY"U (LRS) they point, ...... ;:;»u,,\..< 
covariantly, for vh';UU!-,""i 
by a vector field. 
are lQennCal 
eigewjin:lction of a UvF, .... LJ."'. 
direction constitutes a local axis 
tensor or 
symmetry - all observations 











it [149,150]. after a split, if spacelike unit vector field na 1, naua 0) 
is parallel to """"'Tn£.TY'U all defined tensors 
must vanish It that may be covariantly 
by (modulo ~'"""',VUU of state the matter 
LRS: {A, ¢,{, n,£,1i,j-l,p,Q, A}. 1) 
The variables 
approach. 
thus fully and are is solved in 1 + 1 + 2 
class one requires in addition that the vorticity terms n 0 = {, 
,uU'E>U'''"'''' 'Veyl curvature to [1 Thus, a substantially 
II 
{A,e, £, j-l, p, Q, IT, (5.2) 
II satisfy a set of covariant evolution and/or propagation equations, 
from the Lfl<:'''L-UJ and vector na , respec:tl 
Propagation: 
¢ + (~e+ L:) - i +A) - £-
t- = -~¢L: 




ie) (A- + Q, 




£ - 3jL + IT + - ~ (j-l + p) 
Propagation/evolution: 
.A e = (A + A + + + ~ (j-l + 3 p - 2 A) 
jL + Q = (j-l + p) ( ¢ + 2 A) Q ~ L: IT , 
Q+p+ll -(~¢+A)IT (~e+ Q (j-l+p) 
This "''''!lrarn U"""JlVU" ext;ell<lS the currei:SjpUIlulI,lg ;:!"'r<:l'PrrI in [112] (see 





















"I-IC,"'",,'.""'" 3-surfaces whose intrinsic curvature can the 
For intrinsic one finds from 
[1 (/-L + A) + £ + ~ IT + E2 - ~ e E ~ e2] na nb 
+ (/-L + - ~ £ ~ IT + ! E2 + i e E - ~ e2] Nab· (5.12) 
The intrinsic the is the:refore 
.",V.HWL" equation. 




3-Ricci curvature tensor of 
3R _ + 1 ab - - 2' 
the scalar 
is the UCkW'''lCkll curvature 
,"-J.wv'v. identities 
space like vU\J'p;UJl1Ckl to to 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
2Rab = K Combining the equation 
with "'YUCCkVl'VllO (5.13) and we can express the GU,)OW>L' curvature the 
K lIT + 1.,1.2 2 4 'f' e 1 2" 
and K can 
K, 
K = 








aUiLnHOU this commutator to the curvature K in order to for con-
sistency 
(5.18). 










5.3. on LRS 
From 17) the neat result 
is constant in but nOlrJ.-vamsmng, that 
the shear E is proportional to the eXl)anlSlOln 
KfO 
a matter it is 
~e 3 ' 
aUC",."tdl curvature K of the 
spherical or h"''''L''·h ..... 
some 
Adopting such a to 
a is often not the most natural 
one, e.g., in (FLRW) For taking a 
static observer to 
covariant definition of 
symmetric spacetimes, the constraint (5.16) allows for a 
all1\::; ~':a r via 
r - 2 -1 -3 +A) -£ lII+l 2 4 
r f 0). 
r=O= r. (5.21) 
express the hat-derivative in terms 
"urYlrn,,,,,..'u it is convenient to 
r. If we associate an affine parameter 
p we find (5. 
= dX = ! r ¢ ax + f 
2 




VD~:;rsurfac£)-OI U"~';-'~'''~' ,,.,..J.JlUU,,,," vector field, one may 
all terms in (5.3)-(5.11) 
[using also (5.20)] 
O;::;)l..I>Ja110l'Jll, or that the 
must be 
5.3 Perturbations on LRS II backgrounds 
In 
ground ",n, ... .,n 
do not affect the 
that 




wave uU"J.VJ.J.o which 
static observers cannot be defined 
II back-
ue:aL{~O as test they 
Stewart-Walker Lemma [30] ensures 
pertur bations. wave equations 










are the ailsatlC)ll of 
LRS class spacetimes, in notation. 
5.3.1 Commutation 
to aim, we will Tr<>""""TlT use of 
seen from the (2.120)~(2.123) that order 
introduced 
the 
relations the different nor',,,,>,. 
case to 
A • 
1/J -1/J = 
8a~- b(8b1/J), 1 '2 
A b 
1/J - Na (8b + ba 1/J , 
bb]1/J = o. 
\;L""""VHO (2.126)-(2.129) for 
= 
A d A 
ba 1/Jb - Na e Nb (be 1/Jd) +!¢ 8a 
1/Je = Nb]e . 
Schwarzschild case 








It is first-order val,lU!.I;:) in 





n_rl,rru'r equations are sufficient. 
In analogy to spatial 
monic functions Q, defined on 
that for 























5.3. Perturbations on 
which, the (5.17)-(5.18), is nothing but the common 
OvC'~.lJ.J,;::" K == r;,Jr2 with r;, ±1 
constant is to the 
case as 
scalar W in terms of 
is no natural 
functions formally as 
w= oi'S(k) Q(k) 01. Q 'f' 'f'S, 
k 
scale. We can now ~"lJ~"'~ any 
(5.33) 












cab is a 
of vector ",,,,,",,v is that 
cab ;:a Qb 0 d ;:a c. () ,an cab U 
the even (electric) parity 
(5.34) 






rm4)nIC::s are orthogonal: QaQa 0 (for k), which that any T'''T._rlT',nA .... vector 
Wa can now 
= (5.39) 
k 
Again, we assume a sum over k in the v 
that Wa is a vector expanded in harmonics. 











harmonics used in . In the various scalar vector 
in [34] also hold 
relations: 
our More nr&'l'l<::'PI we obtain 
= 

















us vVI1C"lU<;;;1 p,ert1Llrb'atl!ons of spacetimes to a massive field, with mass M, 
whose equation of motion is the Klein-Gordon 
(5.47) 
simple equation in an arbitrary and specialising to LRS II 
-'1'--"'~-- is derived 
and following eXT)ref'lsic)ll the spatial Laplacian of a scalar field, 
(5.48) 
to the wave 
(5.49) 
for a evolution of a scalar field is affected by 
the 













The equation as 
1/J=0. (5.51) 





emphasise that this is true for LRS Equation (5.52) constitutes gen-
scalar on all LRS 
While equation (5.52) is not affected by rotational at 
it is in observer's the e, the 





itis sornetlm~~s £v,nn"", to 
r is U","H,-,U via (5.32). In terms of 
A [2 1 W + M - & - "6 (J-t - 3p + 4A) -




: firstly, it 
us to introduce the Gaussian curvature K at expense of the Weyl curvature for example, 
the 
same equation 
but having a different pot;en1~lal [that is, the term in square once 
to of 62 . 
with (2.92) (3.42)-(3.44), current 











Pc and the currents in 




if cab fJ$b + @'-fLO,/, 
;j + cab Oa = + (2:- @', 
+ cab 8
b - (~¢ + A) Cab fJ$b + ~e) - fLo 
Eab + 
that Eab is a operator, cae thus we can switch 
and VIa 
Using this relation, the U""Lj,VH<> (5.59) and (5.60) 
• b 
+ Cab fJ$ Oa @' = + A) @'a -
fJ$ij Eab - Oa + (~¢ + A) 
From Maxwell's 
displayed commutation as 
Cab fJ$b , 
+ ~e) Eab@,b + fLo Cab ,/b . 
wave the V"".U",'.'''''';'''' fields along the distinguished 
+ 2¢) C - (2: ie) if 
+ + (!e+2:) - e) ! (fL 3p + 4A)] @' 
Pc . P = -+fLo,/ + +A)~+fLoe,/, 
EO EO 
- (A + 2¢) - (2: -
-2£+ - e) - i (fL - 3p + 4A)] 
= o. 
are the famous 
perturbations on the Schwarz schild background, towards 























that in bse:nce of sources the UO,l11V11" are identical closed wave 







Pc = r flc, 
substitute into the wave equations (5.64)-(5.65) to 
i)c J' A flc = - + Po + - + Po 
EO EO 
+ (L: + 
sources 





Again, if we neglect source lU<:;11\1.\..O,. closed wave equations. 
the (5.67)-(5.68) are (5.53) 
Klein-Gordon the only difference a slightly potential term. 
The wave equations electromagnetic perturbations in the are derived 
(3A+¢) (L: -
+ [±¢2 _ t: - A (A + ¢) + -18 L: - + 1 (p + 4A) 62] 
= - 2 A) 6a g + Cab ~b + (3 L: Q + e - A) cab &Jb 
1 
(8- ~ Po fa , Pc - Po (5.69) 
(3A + ¢) - (L:-
+ t: - A (A + ¢) + ~82 - L: - ~L:2 +! - 3p + 4A) -
= ( ¢ 2 A) 3 L: Cab Cb ( 3 A L: - + e - A) Cab 
+PO cab c1b - + 2A) fb] (5.70) 
In contrast to equations (5.64)-(5.65), do not - not even the am;en<;e sources. 
~or in to the source terms, 
terms for the 2-vector ga, which is also forced 
rise to 
'radial' <:'1<:;""11'"' field. 
of 
to 
However, it turns out 
determine 
in the £lfl.'''-'TI.,'·p of sources knowledge of the 'radial' part g (or &J) 
solving concomitant K<>n'O'£L 










96 Chapter 5. Scalar field and electromagnetic perturbations on LRS class II spacetimes 
bations into harmonics and decompose the governing Maxwell's equations into their harmonic 
components. (For details, we refer the reader to subsection 5.3.2 and to appendix B). From the 
scalar equations (5.55)-(5.58) we find for each fixed harmonic index k 








8's - (E - ~8) 6"s 
k2 _ 
(5.73) = +-~v, 
r 




It is thus obvious that a solution for the 'radial' fields 6" and ~ determines the sheet fields 6"a 
and ~a, respectively. 
The 2-vector equations (5.59) and (5.60), or (5.62) and (5.63), respectively, split into two 
parts; the first part is the odd parity part, given by 
gv +!iJv - ~ ~s - (~¢ + A) ~v - (~E + ~8) Cv , 
r 
~v - iv + ~ 6"s = + (~¢ + A) 6"v - (~E + ~8) ~v , 
r 





We remark that the even parity equations are redundant since propagating the constraints 
(5.73)-(5.74) and inserting them into (5.77) and (5.78) just yields back equation (5.71) and 
(5.72). On the other hand, the odd parity equations are not implied by the scalar ones and have 
been used in the derivation of the generalised Regge-Wheeler equation (5.64). If one eliminates 
Cv and ~v from equations (5.77)-(5.78) using the constraints (5.73)-(5.74), it becomes obvious 
that the electromagnetic perturbations fall into two distinct classes whose equations decouple 
from each other, namely: 
polar perturbations: 
axial perturbations: 
{6"s, 6"v, ~v} , 
{~s, ~v, Cv} . 
(5.79) 
(5.80) 



















Regge-Wheeler equations for 
radiation 
VIH.HLl.'-.l.JVlHJ.l and Kantowski-Sachs families. 
5.4.1 The Schwarzschild spacetime 
background 
is fully by two of non-zero 
e. 
¢ + ¢, 







A = m (1 2;) -1/2 








a solutions, by constant m, is 
U .... '.LVV."'ti', .... ".uu mass. The (exterior) Schwarzschild solution is given for 2m < r < 00. 
The perturbations 
In 
to contrast covariant 
perturbations with the ones governing gravitational perturbations. The fundamental object 










tensor [34], defined by 
W -21 A. ab If' 
a UUJ,~"a.,o~\""u""::>",, gauge-invariant, tra,nS'\Terse-tra,celess tensor which obeys the wave 
If one expands equation (5.88) into 
'1--'----- (5.88) both become 
-A 
tensor harmonics, the odd even 
+ L + 3 E] WT = 0 , 
WT = W+£) are the tensor harmonic cornp'OnEm Wab , f. = 1,2, ... and L = £(£+ 1) k2 . 
It turns out that equation (5.89) is 
coordinates. Converting 
to the parameter r, p r, 
r*=r+2m 
introducing the Schwarzschild 
equation [154] when written in 
affine parameter associated with 




we find that 
[~ 
is gnJ,Vltatlum:u perturbations. 
It is now straightforward to equations case 
electromagnetic (5.53) one finds immediately a 
scalar field 'IjJ with mass M, 'IjJ 
+ \li o. (5.92) 
IltI"UUllCllIlg scalar spherical harmonics one readily gets 
(- 8t2 + 8
2 
+ "fI"s) \lis 0, = (1 2 L 2m M2] +-3 + , 
r 
is a scalar harmonic cornpon(mt is potential for 











Notice the striking "'UJeUl<:'" between the potential for massless 
scalar field and potential gravitational 
The case is even simpler. this case, 
(5.67) for 
ground to 
electric field df, df = 
=0. 
once more spherical arIlnorncs and pr()ceeOllng as 
= 0, Yv = (1 - 2 r 







is ,"V~H+'j'," equation for radial electric perturbations (5.95), 
and its "L<'F."''"V'''" was originally in [156] the 
It is remarkable that rUi:tLl(JIll:I can be 
a after eXI)an.QlIlg "I-"Ll<OI,,-,,;o;l and time 
harmonics [34] (possible because background is static). The time derivatives of order 
quantities are oe!cornp!)seO into components an time U"'If.'''''11U''U 




arising from commutation relation PHXlPpn the dot- hat-derivatives. 
l\.Ul,"VjLVU w is .... '0"iU ... A1 rp,<nPI'1". to proper T 
the constant harmonic index associated with t of nn'''PT"'''''l'<;1 at infinity. 




Ul'W'UHAJ into equations 








ua , while a is 
are related 
(5.97) 










where A is as 
C .::-¢ b. A) (5.99) r -~<P 
the perturbation vector is defined in case and by 
~( ) and ( Mv ) (5.100) 
situation, e.g. w = 0, the con-
o in the absence means that 
cannot have a sheet. A further implication is that a pure 
magnetic can only exist on Schwarz schild geometry if it has no solenoidal 
in In the situation, one can, if desired, 
express the solution for the (5.99), an arbitrary 
OVAU~A<JUO for £ = 1 particular 
importance represent the magnetic often used to model the UAU:"'Hv~VOIJH'vA 
of a object: the case a static as 
as a static dipole field, which off l/r3 at infinity. solutions the case 
£ 1 are, in terms of r: 
&?Jv = 
= 0 and 
with 
the 




[In (1 - 2;) + 2; (1 + ~) ] C2 , (5.101) 
{Cl+ 
1 [Ih (1- 2; 2m r C2} . (5.102) + 2 r r 
boundary {C1 &?Joe, to static 
field at infinity while the = 0, C2 
field with &?Joe as r --+ 00. If 
OYlr.rC • .,c!<,rl in terms a Schwarzschild tetrad, say. For 
see [103,163, 














A ,...",nucm form of its metric 
t - r" by 
gab = 
case is in terms of retarded 
dr+ 104) 
m{u) is an arbitrary HV.U-'U,"-,L function, m'(u) == dm(u)/du :s; 0; if m(u) is constant, 
rnnlr-ru' is to the Schwarzschild metric. Thus, the Vaidya "n'u· ... n a 
collapsing star of its mass, the total power output measured at 
is by -m' ( u) = 4 11" r2 ft 
A covariant description of the Vaidya is obtained as follows. 
to be the = Ua ± na , a 
to (inflowing) radiation. a static observer will encounter radiation fluid as 
an imperfect one, with the energy-density ft, isotropic pressure p = 
Q the pressure II = in 
static (1' = 0), the non-stationary spherically symmetric Vaidya spacetime in the case 
outgoing is by the set of 
-8 = -A(A+.p)+8(8-.p) (5.105) 
.p -.p (~.p A-28) , (5.106) 
.p = -8.p 1 (5.107) 
8+8 (~.p + 38 + 3A) (5.108) 
The corresponding implied by our , are 
K - - 1.p2 _ [. -4 , (5.109) 
E = a8 3 , (5.110) 
ft = .p=3p=Q=~ (5.1 
[. = ft-A.p . (5.112) 
that the equations governing Vaidya to the ones 
the v""'IJ""'''''',v'U 
In order to solve the equations, we find it to express our derivatives in terms of 
{r,u}, r is radial u 
p = p(r,u) r r(r, u) and the derivatives become for an 
=r.p +u 

















One neat possibility to u is through the 
1 2 u= - - - , 
f r¢ 
which is compatible with the commutator (5.23) u with the u-coordinate 
in the (5.104), as will clear in an instant. to coordinates 
{r,u} puttingA= 8 by (5.106) (5.108)1, the C!UCl"C£)rY\ 
into 
(i ¢2 - au) ~ r ¢ [Ascn (ASch + ¢ + + 8] , (5.116) 
rar ¢ = + 2 ASch , (5.117) 
2au ¢ = -r8 (5.118) 
r¢ar 8 = (¢+ 6 ASch) (5.119) 
The may t::Ullv"'''t::U guess. Clearly, symme-
to move outward radially the expansion ¢ of the radial congruence na 
as ""h,rnn but 
mass Since equation (5.117) is identical with the CU1<:UU:~UtHj 
ASch with 
in particular, ASch 1""1"."0"'01'11"C! the acceleration caused by star's instantaneous gravitational 





8 ~E, (5. r 
ASch =m(u) (1 r2 2~(U)) 
JL = 
_ 2m'{u) (1- 2m(U))-1 






















splitting unit vectors to be 
as follows. 
mass, m' (u) S 0, sUIl:geE;tin 
103 
(5.126) 
note that from equation 123) 
fl 
of 
with total luminosity -m'(u) = 47r r2 fl at infinity 
m' (u) S 0, H1'-' .... U.<"F. 8 and E are 
to push nearby nn,<::Pr,,"','';: together. 
UGIU1HAO its 
\JVllo,j,l'OllJ,I", star 
and the growing contraction in order to at rest. Finally, the expressions for sheet expansion 
rp and tidal. £ are as for a star in with a mass due to 
conversion during collapse. 
With solutions the Vaidya spacetime at hand, it is now an to 
covariant 
into in terms of 
equations the case of and perturbations 
(5.53) one a 
field 'IjJ with mass M, 'IjJ = that 
(5.127) 
(5.67) for electromagnetic perturbations, g 
A +8 =0 ) 128) 
spherical harmonics {r, from we 
the corresponding equation 










104 Ull,:LUI • .,,, 5. Scalar field and 
denotes the harmonic component of \}i or E and L = £ (£ + 1); the param-
eter A the one pertur'baicioI1S in a field and zero for ele,etnomagIle 
It is instructive to compare the equations (5.129) with the corresponding equations (5.93) 
and (5.95) in the Schwarz schild case. We it most to do the ~~~ ...... ,~. 
employing coordinates {t, r *} which are UIV1,lUt::U for r > 2 m( u) by 
(5.130) 
In terms of coordinates {t, r",}, equations (5.129) now oe<:onle 
{ h(u, + 
+ 0, (5.131) 
where the function h(u, r), 
h(u,r) = 4 (u) [In (5. 
was introduced mass m(u) stays constant, the equations 
131) to the familiar Regge-Wheeler 
all new terms in the 
to the mass \;ll<:tll~.IV in time, mt ( u), and 
UCLLl,UH" (5.93) (5.95), Note that 
Vaidya 
proportional to the 
(5.131) are r>""'~""'+ 
I-IO,l,LO'V'H e [ef. equation 
121)]. expected as, the Schwarzschild case, 
in covariant Ll~,.~~ ua,.lVl.":) for the Vaidya (5.127) and (5.128)] is 
proportional to 1-1"' •• 0 • ...,'" e as well. 
but Oe(:OIIle time-dependent in case. 
5.4.3 More general "'1J·o.'v';;;"·UU;"'" 
It was shown in [150] the metric every class II pa<:etlme can be given in Ll.lU,,,"V,U<kl 
if coordinates are chosen: 
+ ], 
of the With the obvious 
k = (1 ,0 , labelling the closed, 
A (8t )a na = 
or open geometry 
the 











kinematical are now 
(5.134) 
8 
and equations (5.18) can therefore be n1',>O'.,.<>1't:>r1 to yield the Gaussian curvature 
(5. 
where constant may = k. From equation (5.4) or 
(5.6) one unlneCllal;el the UC;''''''~JlU''''' 




! (1-£ + 3 p - 2 A) = - A A C AC [ ~ ( )2 "A ] A 2 A +-+2 C +2 AC ' 
to constrain metric nULvun".", 
p = a 1-£, say, is a<>"'U1l.1<:;U 
that, e.g., 1-£ + 3 p > 0 
from this relation an 0"'",'r0'''' 
a 
the other V'1'CU,,,,,....,L.U imply 
( )
2 (A)2 .. 
I-£+A K C C +2!~-2-
different from the ovr""o"'''''',n for 1-£ obtained from 
an additional constraint the metric functions. Finally, 
Weyl curvature can similarly but the 















When local r>An~A'" 
and (5.67), 1"a",~aroh"" 
eXJ,:>resSlOlr1S in terms of the metric functions [ef. 
wave in field 
the wave the 
case are given in form of equation (5.52) 
enter 
Ua.LIL'l1;:) (5.134)-(5.137)]. 
batllons ¢ as 
are 
corresponding 
.. ~ ( 6). (A 6) ~ 2 2 ¢-¢+ -+2- ¢+ --2- ¢+(M -8 )¢=O 





the metric function C(t,x) 
Thus 
LU""'",AVU rff' = C-2(t, 
the wave equation for 
It is thus 
Ua",IVJ.li:> E (or they 
(5.143) 
C in a II solution, 
concomitant coordinatel:;l,ll;;uu",.utJI:S 
U<:;;!1l1tU by (5.32), agrees with 
<:o,<:0111<:;;l1L (5.133) in account of (5.134) and 136)-(5.137). 
rff' are by 
If ¢ is analogously rescaled as ¢ = (t, x) 
scalar field (5.142) the 
o. (5.144) 
applied to the 
wave equations will only 
(5.143) 
corresDoIldiIlg potential term. 
If in to the then the wave 













one may set A = 1) we 
w ~ + ( ! ) >i< + [M2 02] W ~ 0 , 






f.,t can ""'''" ... " from equation 140) and yields, 
(5.154) 
















in the case electromagnetic 
V= =M2+ m + 
in the case of 
Application 





'-'U"""'H.L't:l a symmetric "'Al"-u<L,-,H'" dust Universe with 
is written as 
+ 
where the 1YI01""'I"' functions are conveniently ovr ... """orl in terms of a arm~j;er T/( t) satisfying 
dt 2 C dT}, ........ ,.~."' 
B = m (T/ tan T/ + + b tan T/ , 
C C cos2 T/ ; m , b , c const. 
(5.159) 
(5.160) 
the acceleration ¢ of the fun-














now Oe(:OIrle in terms of 
{ _~ ___ -,--_m_c_o_s_2 _17 a + 4 C2 
v= 
in the case of and 
v= 
in case of electromagnetic perturbations, respec:tl 
5.5 Summary 
the HlCUla,1U of & 
of class II spacetimes in terms of 
or We Imrestlgat€)d 
on LRS and 
17 
[34], we nrl"<lpr,r,Pt1 a 
166) 
(5.167) 
a clear physical 
.rOB,tlOJnS (test 
wave equations 
and (5.67)], which are the covariant F'."'.Ll-';;UhUOUU"JUO 
to describe of it 
was that both scalar and perturbations (in the ~~~'V"'_V of sources) are 
O'("r",,",,,,,,11 by master 
equation, 
one had to 
curvature K 
sna,cetlJrne."l [ef. {5,32)J. 
of Schwarzschild 
equations may be 
covariant generalised .... Uv~."v 
.9 = 0, 
arrive at 
n:;Uj[le~'tJl r, which is 
""C'J,.LU,-.U covariantly for 
Ul"'vU,""<:;U in some detail 
(5.168) 
cases 
for some dust models. While the master 
as equation (5.168) covariant form, they can become very 
untidy written <:;.II..I.>"'\,,' ~ ~~a 
Throughout chapter, we excluded gn:lLVl{,allIOH<:tl 
While gravitational perturbations from 
obey master equation (5.168) 
"'u~,.u,,~ S]Jac:etlme are to 














field and on LRS class II 
most 
gravitational can 
tensor Wab. It would be particularly 
Wab to the non-vacuum case. It has 
field, electromagnetic and 
uu",.V.L.LO in the case of vacuum, 
existence master 
LRS II spacetimes (including The study 











Electromagnetic signature of black 
hole ringdown 
6.1 Overview 
A perturbed star viewed as an out-of-equilibrium fluid away deformation in 
of waves thereby r£>Qt""',n same is true 
case to 0"'''''''''' 
its highly symmetrical ground state by radiating away ael:onna'tI011s through 
GWs which are by itself, IUE,"lJC"," 
theory. Such a GW the characteristics 
initially "Vl:l1!J'H"a,,,<:;U Vi~"Hla,v'lJl 
frequency independent 
goes over a a 
initial conditions, and ultimately in a power law tail. It is this 
that gave to of a BH into 
A typical BH is a 
disc, which sustains a magnetosphere. If such a 
GWs with plasma that will bear 
"t-C'r,,,t-,,, features of the 
the same frequency as the forcing GW. 
would be detectable, it could be confirmation of a 
detectors on Earth. 
this interaction in a manner, a proper description the "";"F."''''" 
sphere in terms of a fluid mechanics, in 











112 of black hole 




case. There are two is associated with the GWs 
we treat same footing, that 
to the curvature of the 
The 
too. We are h""''''T(~r''' let to divide up the 
'background' spacetimes the following manner: 
the 
"""v_'Vll'''!,> perturbations O( €g); 
.:F2 Exact Schwarzschild perturbed by a plasma a magnetosphere: 0(€&9); 
allowing for interaction terms in the plasma equations (Maxwell's equations, 
"'''l'-la.VlVlm etc. - on level 
the 
resulting equations containing the terms will in of 
Upon defining terms 
second-order gauge-invariant (SOG1) 
terms as well as induced EM fields, and 
v"""vn," equations, it should be possible to COllSH!tellth 1 "'.,I<L.,'" non-gauge-
equations by a system perturbation 
The resulting put in an initial value formulation or, in static subclass, in a 
formulation. 
The described carried out in [136] for a toy model where 
the magnetosphere is U"U',,",'-""'-U by a dipole field without a 
It is this scenario is interest for the rest this ,-1H:LIJL\;:;. 
6.2 B: Schwarzschild background 
neatly problem of there is still 
freedom is the arbitrary of spatial congruence 











= ba¢ 6a A = 0 frame. Thus, for a family static in the 
are the 
a static observer must 
vector na. 
;p = 1 -"2 
t = 3 -"2 
p=2m 
associated with affine parameter 
r = ¢2 £) [see (5.21)]. 
In and S we keep powers of variables. 
We give a of ¢ and A as a function 
shows the zero at 
sphere, before dropping to zero as r --< 00. 
the tidal 





~ +ry1- 7' 
radial vector with usual 











UV"""",,\-,u r = 2 m, is largest at the photon 
6.3 :F1 : The gravity wave perturbation 
in [34], GW 











Figure 6.1: A 
contrast, A falls 
UvHU.vU as [34] 
and [; is 








of ¢ and A with r, showing the maxima of ¢ at the • ______ _ 
at the r = 2m. 
W. 1 A,. 2 i 1 2 C'-1 J: X ab = '2 '+' r .,ab :3 r" U {a b}, 
[30] describing the 
of the spatial congruence na' 
the two 
+A 
Every other in is determined by linear combinations {WT' 
appropriate Notice that equation (6.10) governs 
this should be _____ ...... __ to the metric approach where one 
described by the 
Zerilli 
(RW) equation while even parity 
. According to [34], the even perturbations may 
obeys the Regge-Wheeler equation 
can be expressed as a linear vV'HU.'H~ However, 
therefore not a U.ll\"'a..ULLC;llL~a,l object. 
vVlLL,,.'U.vL the case where the GWs are 
odd is governed by Wab, 

















we are to this via covariant gauge-invariant equations 
2 
¢r2 Wab ) 
There are UU,CUH"" 
are zero). 
Cab and we will not (all 
S we products quantities. 









may be vhIJCU'",,';;,U 
(6.16) 
if solutions are The harmonic components of the RW tensor then the 
constraint "Y • .<CH,lVll0 
£2 W(i'g) - 3" 
U ab " 
b (fg) o Wab = O . 
1 Time .LA .. ,"'"u" .... '" and 
is 
derivatives 
UH"""5'vVC10 to time arnnorncs as de-
Note 
w= 
are decomposed into Fourier 
first factors iw just 
2a 











from commutation relation h,,'h""n~ the and hat-derivatives [see (2.120)]. 
harmonic T 
while cr is They are 
related W T = cr t. 
A OW perturbation, as by the Regge-Wheeler 
by V"'Auu<""",! '-'VLL""OLV.LO 
a OW cannot be relevant boundary conditions 
for OW which at 
to the horizon (r -t 2 m, r * -t - 00 ). form the 
and cotTe~;ponding to are 
(6.20) 
where 'ljJ W or 'ljJ = e.g., [95]) r,. is the tortoise .... ~r'_~ [154J 
u".<u",;u by 
dp (6.21) 
the towards -00. It turns out that the only solutions with boundary 
conditions (6.20) require discrete values the cr, with B'(cr) > 0; 
rptl'rr~'r1 to as quasinormal the solutions constructed 
quasinormal modes (QNMs). 
in co],re:sP()llClS to energy to HULLU'V r or the h,.,,·;~,..,,~ 
in is as'ljJ grows exponentially as r -t 00. more details on 
is referred to rnt.oraYl"'''' [95,96, 172]. 
6.4 : The static magnetic field 




the field is purely of even The 
equations arbitrary decomposed, can only be 























background B is 
the "~'""iE>U" 
components 
symmetric and static magnetic field is "";;'n";;',, as 
= 
solution may be in spherical 









for the e = 1 u.,,,,",,",,,,,,, are of importance OJ"', ........ ,"" they embrace 
to of a COlnpact a static 
uniform Hl""hilt as well as a which at 
general solutions case £ = 1 were already before in (5.101)-(5.102) 
r. For our IJUt IJ'-"''-'. is of interest is merely the 
field, which is by 
~ [In (1 _ 2;) + 2; (1 + ~) ] 
-;-::---;-;;- [In ( 1 -2 r 
denotes the 
2m r - m ] 
+ -r- -r ----:2:-m-
interaction between GW s and magnetic 
a set 























this [118,119]). to these as the interaction variables. A quick at hand 
that we are with products tenso-
tensor 
absorb them into 
neater. 
in are 
relations among all coupled tensor/vector/scalar spherical 
(6.33)-(6.36) 
!aa.);u<o",,,, field strength and the GW amplitude). 
arIlnorllCs which appear 
(6.43)-(6.46), although 
is another reason 
variables in 
equations, our solution in 
into our new 
manner we do: variables as aa appear 
us aO,; we circumvent this problem by absorbing the 
below. 
With these considerations in mind, we define the four interaction variables 
as follows: 
for 
variables form. These 
"'""''''''''"1.'1.11'11. matrices 
= 
( 2)-1 (19) = cpr Wab 
= (cp 








































6.5. interaction hojcur£,on 119 
+3£+ (6.39) 
We have introduced the time harmonics of [34], as briefly above, into equations 
notational In to our nr<'<!t>,,,j" we will define a set 
interaction variables as follows (some may be a little surprising, but they are 
. First, 
Va -(€g) - ( ) (6.40) 
we use a bold font to denote the '2-vector' matrix. Similarly we define 
) (6.41 ) 
For simplicity of presentation, we introduce the shorthand notation '0' two '2-
to a '4-vector' as 
Vo A (VI 
We use to the '4-vector' 
= 
= 
for example, = (Kl' 
abIes. are 









the shorthand four new 















120 of black hole rln,[frirmrn 
We """,>A,U''-'U all these variables as of the RW tensor 
This is in 
Maxwell's equations it is their time derivatives which are 
equations (6.12) and (6.13)]. lJ<;;J,lHlJ,lt; this way 
e.g., 
satisfy 
initial (or ua~JcUU;:l (6.47)-(6.50) removes it into 
boundary) conditions. 
taking various 6-derivatives of these 
[34] or (2.2.2)], 
the appropriate commutation 
(6.18), we can show that 
an obey the following constraints, which are crucial identities for consistency the resulting 
equations later, and allow us to relate all the interaction terms to X when we split Maxwell's 
equations into spherical harmonics. 
0 = + 2 M~5IJ·Rg) + 2 r Cab 6b K?5IJ·Rg) + (Lg - 2) X~5IJ,Rg) - (6.51) 
0 + Cab '1!(~5IJ>Rg) 2) Cab b X(l 5lJ>Rg) , (6.52) 
0 = [r + - LPJJ) 2 Cab 60, (6.53) 
0 = [62 + - r [62 + (LPJJ + Lg) Cab 6b (6.54) 
0 (r2 +LPJJ) 6a (Lg -
6a (i5/J. Rg) 
Xa , (6.55) 
0 = (r2 +Lg) -2 M~5IJ>Rg) • (6.56) 
"'U':>1'1i-"_f,,,,,,, constraint equations propagate consistently. 
interaction, .... ,,,, ..... ,rrl of gravitational wave -
magnetic interaction are above. Not all variables appear <:;A,J>1v""',Y in 
Ua",lV""', but they to them through the """"'<>"' of (6.47)-(6.50) 
and constraints (6.51)-(6.56). now enter Maxwell's equations. 
vA.OUHI"'>"', the term appears in the evolution equation as can be seen 
(3.54). We can relate this to the above as 
equation (6.11) we 
(6.57) 
Similarly for other products. We use following 
]( l5IJ.Rg) , 
(/g;j.Rg) 


















is slightly different De(:aUlse it is ,-<vl1U",,,, 
definitions prevent summations aplJea,rlIllg; 
form of 
x even parity 
= ° we find that 
C+6a +<f;1)' - 0, 
fie + 6a flla + <f; = 0, 
j: - Cab Oa fllb = 0, 
8iJ + cab Oa I)'b 0, 
are those which govern an 
these are a mixture 
are not """"'"'''"''- 111 
to convert Maxwell's equations into "-U'",,,"'-'-U1 










on the right are the 
",c;~,V",,-< order quantities, 
it is not enough to define 
""""I'>""_V1", field: in S the 
from the static background 
we must somehow subtract off. The route to do this is as a series 
where 
the 
not work here. If we is as a power series, 
B a = 1:&3 (Bl + + ... ) (6.66) 
equations, (6.24), then one 
Maxwell's equations when Ba appears 
an term it is only Bf which 
cancel out of 
, when it appears 











possible to the hat and acting on 
that 
from the commutation 
to an inconsistency, the interaction terms must be zerO. Consider, 
for 'v.h.'c.'"!J''' part of 
= €~ 
where 
Now, employing the commutation 
= 0, representing 




(6.67), and neg:lect;mg 
where we 
tion if aa 
the commutator 
=f. 0, which is 
(6.72).] In fact, this 
using the expansion (6.67). is clearly a 
m 
in a "'V'~iHV'\"~""'cu In contrast to 











4.3~3 we nT'.£" ",.,11 " , 
similarly variables 
which are gauge-invariant in S, as 
system 
with f3a. 




B(a) + 3 e we 
(6.70) 
in :F [1l8, 119]. convert Maxwell's 











which follows Imlme(llalGely from equation (6.63) . .lVl.<::o,l1W commutation 
hat- and equation (2.120) in applied to f!B results in 
+</1 (6.72) 
we equation (6.61), and 
on vectors. However, 
commutation relation (2.127) 
Uo,IU!V.UO, as it should. Hence, u",\...aUi'''' 
propagating (6.71) 
(6.71) is a consistent constraint, 
for fJ is (6.71) can equa-
tions (6.61) (6.63). To find a propagatlC)ll (6.70) 
commutation (2.126)], 
+ ,(6.73) 
equation (6.64). It is which brings Weyl curvature Maxwell's 
comes from the commutation relations. A key remaining evolution 
using equation (6.62): 
= cab 
which propagates consistently. evolution 
form of equation (6.62), to 
now the two vector propagation equations (6. 73) and (6. 65), 
non-propagation equations (6.71) (6.74). last two serve as 
harmonics are used; these oec:oIIle constraints. 
Note how converting 




vu·u.\.,c;u many more interaction terms 
from the Ricci Id€:ntltle:s. terms are VOC'\JU"! 
(dot, hat and 8) when 
of a 
Although equations we 
valid up to O(E~Eg), 
are gauge-invariant to 
can be easily seen as 
, the energy density anisotropic pressure of the 
then changes to Wab (and GW variables) is 
GW-B variables 0 + . However, the equations are not 
(6.74) 
is gauge-
C;II l .... ~. v I.'" are 
two scalar 
"''''"'VUe>, equations (6.60)-
into a gauge-invariant 
equations, terms 
the frame derivatives 
illustrating the 
field) in the OT",,"nr 











are non-zero at 
e.g., [1 119]). 
gauge-invariant of the "'4'"a.l,lUl1'" 
m EM field. ,-,vu""uca 
of contribution from 
by a change of usual .l.LC;"'''-'C;-
around a 
hand, is the source 
of black hole 
at order €g); see, 
(6.75) 
and can be H:;!(l,L";U 




angular derivative of the dot-product between transverse traceless tensor 
the field, the RW tensor times 
magnetic field. 
6.6 The initial value and quasi-normal mode 
6.6.1 
In to 
harmonics, which removes 
(6.56) into algebraic 
harmonics we use, which were 
the 
D"""~'~ of equations we must split 
nature 
Appendix we an 
in alH3ation to open or 
subsection 5.3.2. 











with for K!- l9ll,fg) , M~e9ll,fg) , following, we use 
abbreviations L == + 1) l == L - 2, and <>lH';"= for indexed quantities as Lg 
etc. 










6.6. initial value formulations 
Because are in second order 
harmonics, the equations decouple into two 









U(,L\;>V.L., containing Cv even parity equations, 
all the are 'opposite' 
to '-""H.PlrTl of equations, so may cause ~VJ.uU . .;n,,'u (so, e.g., i3v and are of even 
Initial 
A of writing 
variables 
formulation 
equations is as wave 
= r2Cs 
Ws ! ¢r3f3s 








w {Ws, } the even and odd source terms are ~V" .... ~,~ as 
Ss 
00 00 { 
L r fSil=l t9=2 ¢ 
+2 +2 }, (6.81) 
00 00 





wave equations may replace Maxwell's UC.H,iV.L.L.:> and, more importantly, are the form 
of an problem. then have, 
plus two evolution equations 
(either Xl 
the third 
"'''''';tv •• ", ; the set 
turns 
of two coupled wave 
X2a 
c;U.''''''''U;'5 two into wave 
wave equation for EM 














The full "UL'L1~!\.'U 
bations, Cv is 
given by equation 
6.6.3 
While the 
~ (t8iJ'~) Jl8iJ.~) 
+ Xlv + AXIV 




(1) + A) 
the even variables. 
the induced is given by the 
byequation(6.60) by equation (6.74); 
and /3v by equation (6.72). 
temporal 
uu.'",V"" above are 






suitable for solving as an value problem, it is advantageous to 
the effect of use time 
ringdown is 
set of 
briefly discussed in (6.3.1)]. In 
studied by as the ringdown 
UC;IILH3" [95,96], which are independent of the 
of iw, with 
subsequent for the [34], 
more complicated 96,172]. The Uo,LUIVLLI\" w is U<:OJ"""'", 
time, T, of nn~PT'vpr~ T.'rft"'Plllnp" on ua , and tli:t'"ltll1t::tI equation (6.19); (1 is 
index associated t, measured at infinity. 
WT = (1t. 
The time 
acts only on 
is 
the second-order 
GW part of 
variables 




U","V;IVU" (6.47)-(6.50) are 
infinity. This HH,;';U"" 





- that GW cannot propagate out 
allowed (1 must be dls,cre1te 
modes which exponentially in 
equations as a set 
when we 
terms in 
is characterised by a 
perturbation. We 
understanding 
it is significantly 
r ... ,,:n ... ,r'! to the proper 
they are related by 
(I!8iJ.~) (l8iJ.~) 
,Xa , Ma , 





but whose amplitudes 
purely second-order, 
we do not 










The initial 127 
second-order quantities in own right; first-order are forgotten There-
(6.47)-
for 
the the interaction (6,37) 
, also must frequencies, !.!.C;Hv'C;, the coupling ,",';>'"'U£',;>TI the 
the allowed independent 
cies of induced EM radiation must be identical to of the forcing GW the quasi-normal 
EM radiation are in 
resonant interaction, Other correspond to EM waves by the 
conditions (and part of homogeneous ""V1U"J:VH 
for is no need to these we split the """,r<c>,cr\ 
of equations using the time harmonics, 19 picks out a set of allowed in the 
interaction 





first order in 
is ~"'TY>A,mrl 
'T'P'I'I'Ul'II'J.'rIn the summations over 19 in For each 
of equations for each quasi-normal frequency w(Rg) associated with that 
= 
for the odd 
may then be Ufr, L ""T! 0'" .. "' .. 0, 
£'I""CrrA'"'' of rreee-Jm 
in a straightforward wave 
LUU"""'"V''''' of the but 
(6,85) 
are three 
in the even case for 
can of course 
the even case once the extra rlt>O"rt>t> freedom 
seem much way we 
\..-H'JVe,,,, the variables so we will remove scalar field from 
Ua,(,lVl11:> assume the 
EVEN PARITY: 
- ,~, { } 
4>+A)<ffv+(l L 
00 
Pv = 4>+2 Pv- + [2 (w2 19 1'-2) x~~,Rg) 4> x~~,fg) - 2 











128 Chapter 6. Electromagnetic signature of black hole ringdown 
ODD PARITY: 
- ( 1 ) - ~ {[ (£8lJ'~) (£8lJ'~)] (e8lJ'~) } 
rf:v - '2 rp + A rf:v - f3v + £;:-1 rp Xlv + 2 X2v + 4 L~ _ L X3v ' (6.89) 
~v -(~rp+2A)f3v- (-w2+L1'-2)iv 
(6.90) 
(6.91) 
for each £g and W E {wg} n' Each parity consists of a set of six coupled ordinary differential 
equations in the radial parameter p. 
6.7 Numerical examples 
We have now set up the equations as a gauge-invariant linear system of differential equations in 
purely second order variables, in two different ways. The first is as a set of three coupled wave 
equations (for each parity), which may be numerically integrated as an initial value problem 
once some initial data is specified. The second is as a six-dimensional system of first-order 
ordinary differential equations (for each parity) which are Fourier decomposed in time, which is 
suitable for integration once appropriate boundary conditions are satisfied. There are of course 
advantages and disadvantages to both, which we discuss presently. 
While it would be desirable to be able to integrate these equations in a situation which is 
astrophysically accurate in some sense, this is quite a non-trivial problem as it involves specifying 
initial data from a fully nonlinear integration of the field equations in a situation such as, for 
example, BH-BH merger. This is beyond the purpose of the present discussion, as we would like 
to get an overall estimate of the strength and importance of the effect in this first instance. 
In general, the summations over £g and f~ in the equations for the generated EM radiation 
mean that these coupled systems of equations are infinite dimensional. However, for a static 
magnetic field around a BH the dominant contribution to the field strength will be dipolar, and 
the GW emitted by a compact object will typically be dominated by the quadrupole radiation 
(for example, when two BHs collide head-on from an initially small separation, the emitted 
radiation is pure quadrupole [173]; other studies with high energy collisions support this con-
clusion [174-177]). Therefore, in this section we will investigate numerically the fg = 2, f~ = 1 
interaction while ignoring the contribution from the others. 
As we mentioned earlier, the case of an f~ = 1 magnetic field has two solutions, one which 











(5.lO2)]. Both of are of interest 
distances when supported by a L.J~aDaA" objects can extend ...,VA,,"'A',",,,,. 
an external'H"Ml,l"'~l"" but be purely in. It is clearly 
the two cases in Xa variables when we the equations, 
the ratio 
to distinguish 
to determine which 
of field is reSDonSlOle for what. is a known 
r, with no Qe1pel[lQC9n(~e 
implies that 
- see, e.g., 4ua',lU'H> (6.30)-(6.31). 
X2 =-=r 
X3 X4 luniform or dipole 
where Xi (i 1,'" ,4) represents the odd or even parity part of Xia. The ratio 
is (6.30)-(6.31) u..~,v .. "" field, field which is 
::js = 0) it 
solution Thus, if we 
can use equation (6.92) to constrain 
~ ¢r as can 
the AUU'I5""V'" 
boundary """,,-uv,v,ua, 
equations. 6.2 we show a of the ratio 
from the 
replace X3, X4 in 
at 
we 
shows dominant contribution to the interaction terms at to 
the horizon is dominated by Xl (or X2i the figure for is identical). Thus, X3 and X4, 




will "VA"ewCl"" the pure 
_-, __ "". __ (6.92) (we remove two u",',au,a",. 
numerical I"T' .... ,.." become unstable at 
The induced EM radiation course be of amplitude 
we presence of magnetic field as of the static 
""'"'''''''1''''''' will be mcre~lSelC1. For the pure magnetic field, 
r, because field strength 
r rv 20m or so. the 





off so fast 
extends 
for example), we expect growing aH,.~'J'u...,aIlA'v". 
say r rv m) over the amplification we report below. this one 
present to include a plasma discussion, a which is beyond the scope 
H"r.,~.tU'r we set m = 
and 
is linear, 
of our initial 
we can immediately read 
we use are 
we normalise at 
actual amplitudes 
r), and we use tortoise coor-
uc;...,a.-,,,c; the system equations we are 
and is into physical 
















For a pure dipole figure, is a plot equa-
(6.92), shows relative contributions interaction terms are dominated by 
Xl (or X2), inside photon sphere (the is at about r rv 204m), 
where X3 significant that X3 is using gradients the radial 
part of the background field). The coordinate r* is defined by (6.21). 
1 value 
Here we 
with some typical 
situation: at some initial time t 0 the 
the tensor Wab, which 
is 'turned 
all'~laLC;" in this 




('acceleration') . .n.lluHL'U~.H intuitively reasonable for modelling a situation such 
on of the 
a x8. 
A common way 
off a BH, with initial data 
the hole This then 
of most 
(roughly 
be(~OnCleS very very quickly, say, we 
equations will not consistent 
problem is to GW..,"' .... VVVL 
a static narrow Gaussian at some \.,uO'vU'.Jvv from 
RW equation is with 
this scatters off the photon and starts 










the initial dominated l.HVUG.:> of the (which only on its 
. We will use - 20)2) at t 0, which 
we normalise so at t = ° and T* 20, Xlv = 1. not LVJ,"""U<J. a pulse 
further 1J"'~QC'Ov the dipole off so 
remain same. 
We then our key equation (6.80) and wave equation Xl [modified replacing 
X3 equation as discussed with this initial data. 
which we convert to £'V. 
PHOTON 
SPHERE 






from for the at t = 0, 
is zero. pulse splits two, one into the and the 
other propagating to The part falling into is partially at about t rv 15 
the 'ringing' we see later at t 50 in the curve (modulated the HH>)<,l..LC; 
field here is Xlv)' this in-fall, GW-B interaction produces substantial amounts 
radiation which is back away from the hole, is further by the 
subsequent BH 
These show the '''''-.1-11.''''' and subsequently amplified 













which at its 
a,UJ'CN"jeVH (by the time it is 
waveform making it a 
now integrate the 
will tell us about 
a independently of the 
at t 0 at some inner 
initial pulse, 
same distance from the 
peak of the induced 
is over two orders of magnitude 




at t = 80 
tv at t = 55 
Xlv at t = 55 
tNUJ'GWJLVU moving past r,. f"V 
UHUUJ,H6 over the QNMs 
latter stages of a perturbation of the interaction in 
perturbation [172]. We UHe,on .• "- the interaction starts 
= 0, while X 
own thing; at T = TO we ,",U'JV,'v 
T < ro we assume 











and are equal to zero; for want accurate boundary conditions for 
we = Xo. In to compare amplifications for 
we use both parities. then (6.86)-(6.91) out to some 
T = Tmax 
up a good approximation to of the signal as it passes 
T = Tmax 
first 
= Tmax - TO + 2 m 2 I - 2m)] [95, . We use 




so 90 100 110 120 130 
t 
Figure 6.5: Late time behavior temporal evolution of the 
an observer at T = 65m, a mode expansion. Choosing 
tions at TO = 2.05 m, the QNM sum will approximate the true solution 
t ~ 76 m. We see that the EM larger than the 
parity is also not 
case, demonstrating 
In Figure 6.5 we show a 
with TO = 2.05. 
variable, which is 
Ixol (to 
differing amplification of 
even parity case being larger than 
radiation. 
for an An,,,,,:,,",,,:'''' 
both 
say, will H.lCWPIV 
"ue""c;u at T ~ 
curves 
this may seem somewhat it is no more than choosing a Gaussian distribution 
tpU,.".t .• nn below for many different choices of Xo, and as in the last section. We have performed the numerical 











up or down. At 
an amplitude over a potential 
rel)reSellte'd as 
grctVltaI,lUIlalwave, the 
fall-off l/r, a spherical electromagnetic wave it behaves as At the same 
time, dipole We can the:retore 
with respect to of strengths, in 
amplification. the situation 
it up by 3 (65/2.05) "" 4.5. Hence, at 
amplification 
G W times the 'lIUJ'"j'n"".'U 
taking 
Note 
implying EM wave is 
Estimates 
is over two 
distance 
implying 
amplification of the 
interaction is no 
\JUl,!,--","!\J'H is a 
parities is different, 
estimate implications found, vVll1CWC<"! the case of a f'f'l.nnl>f'T 
object as a BH or neutron star. The magnetic 
field is quantified by the IvavlV,Ua! wave 
at 
with 'radius' surface of a neutron star or horizon) rs 
magnetic E out is typically two of 
larger at reut-off than the perturbation Xl at reut-off, where the interaction 
Figure (6.4) we extrapolate at reut-off rv 40m we have 
Xeut-off rv 
induced signal attenuates 
r ;::.: 40m. a D 
be calculated to be 
<l>w rv 1.4 x 




with distance VUI,al,"'" the 
source, 
of mass m 
energy flux 
1.5M0 with 




= (~EO C E2) / w can 
(6.94) 
rs = 9 km, e.g. 
a 1110,):<,11t,vl'-- field 











or a bar 
1-10 
5x 108 
with hi rv and frequency w of about 
J y, if we assume that 10% 
up to 30-300 [8J. To 
induced wave. This to Bout fV 
within our galaxy (D fV kpc), tPw fV 1015 
conversion 1)H!1~U1J<. 
have fiux tPw rv 
The nrc;oo:ged radio telE;sc<me Astronomical Low Array [182J is expected to 
in the range from 30 to 30 MHz, minimum Ut;;'~t;;"'L1U'H level 1000 Jy, HIQ,""U,'J:'. such 
events an possibility for indirect gravitational wave detection. 
6.9 Conclusions 
We have a lWI;i,l':.r;:::iCll1.1U BH with a 
produces a stream of EM radiation 
e:>V1ne:>"T from of 
interaction in fiat space, 
This may events, in a,U'CLU.'VH 
to neutron star physics, and may 
We converted the t:;lIlst,em.-Mlax equations into a linear, gauge-invariant ,",v."p,rn 
to 
second-order 'interaction' VGJ.1CH."<OO to aid in simplifying 
tion, and a new variable 
manifestly "' .... ,.L"'~.-"U 
made of 
matter to convert the system 
wave equations for integration as an initial problem, or as a harmonically decomposed 
(in of "'''''''"VUO, which then be 
using a quasi-normal eX1Dall:::ilIJIl, an important approximation method for 
behaviour. '''''''Pl'T] of y. U("'""~)U" using both 
A key point section was to set up a formalism to 
around a BH, and to put the equations into a suitable gauge-invariant form 
The next is to include a as 
by such a process, making ""'LPc'n this sort of induced radiation a ,,<OJl1U.J'H<O 
help some of 





Hr.,,,,,,",,,,,,'"'''''' [14], so it is an interesting in its own to ask happens when 




















Conclusions and outlook 
":''':Aue"" are encountered on a wide range in our 
in in of black 
examples. 
nowadays must have 
very early 
•. no,ou""" state 
are observed in 
to name 
to sufficient cooling 
influence of gravity 
applications, e.g., 
mllornoJ:;erielt;les could o,,,,.n't,, 
scale structures we see Although for many 
are two 
framework is \,-VAUIJ.LG 
the second area is 
the treatment 
satisfactory, 
when the SPEtCeltullle 
The 
compact as neutron stars 
dynamics of richer on 
EM fields 
phenomena 
UUAal'~UI:'CL'-' fields become 
to a diffusion 
to gravity waves and 
in 'ordinary' 
1-''-'"'"'''''''<''' within a or 
of gravity as 
curvature cannot be U"')"L""v~<:;'u. 
gen-
There 




to the expansion 







source terms in LVl<:LA "Ie;u ual,lViLi' and o-n,~1"<"U transfer from 
as 
rotational 
energy of a black say, towards the EM 
""""UU.aU.lv way to treat }I",""Ula,o A physically 
objects is to view 
the FLRW metric 
(rotating) compact 
spacetime is not 
as a perturbation on a 
cosmology and 
Since the 
freedom), ",-,,_,",u;t,J. care 
by 
the background perturbed 










I.,,11'.1""'U to Schwarzschild in our case, only a 
these covariant quantities are ne~me,a to describe background fully the rest 
it. The which spacetime are automatically "'~'''''',",'J 
invariant as a consequence and it is to 
'linearise' 
perturbed "j.""'I."C'~uu",. A further ,",""'Va"""" is that the 
variables the spacetime all a clear physical or geometric "",<N""UI'" 
Chapter 2 was devoted to the and 1 + 1 + 2 decompositions of 
1 +3 formalism a split of sp~lce1tlmle into by 
observer with a "11l!"'1JL"-", 4-velocity 
"",",u""","",,",,,,, "'I-""""'-'",<>,v vector 
variables is by an irreducible decomposition Riemann curvature tensor, 
energy-momentum tensor as well as covariant 









they are crucial when one derives wave equations 
one investigates propagation constraints. 
of these vector 
equations these covariant 
not commute 
to the arising commutation relations 
covariant and also when 
In 
relativity and its to the decompositions was discussed. 
ect,r01naign~~tic fields and PU"'U!<U> on arbitrary was 
1+1+2 The decompositions 
"''7_.,..r.l~f'a equation, that is, the gen-Maxwell's 
relativistic 
were derived oVF,vV,"";;' 
test particle in presence of EM 
on a curved "I-":""'""'"U'l,,::;. We to describe the pAC''''''J,'''' as a multi-component, imperfect 
fluid, whose individual components particle a perfect 
uvuuuv.~. fluid UCL<,lVll" were the 
the energy, momentum and number density were given both 
each single component as well as the total 
The main chapter 4 was to pursue two mechanisms for ..... £>,..,£11""+ 
mordial magnetic field, which then get ___ .-_,. ___ '_ 
a pri-
galactic 










The investigated 1U<:;\.,""",1;'<)111<) are 
eral plasma nn"r<'"'", First, the 
Einstein-de 
139 
Vv'~""l'"'' they are on gen-
to study velocity and density 
matter was lU\jU\/llC;U as a twO-(~OnaD.[)nE~nt 
thermal effects. It was found that velocity perturbations in the 





z "-' 100, 
a magnetic 
magnetic field 
formation z rv 10 hence ",Q",1<)11<:;<) 
halh".,,,,,, a primordial homclgene()us 
FLRW 
usual growing decaying 
at larger 
IJH .... ;au ..... gener-
and vector modes of were 
expansion normalised 
time of z rv 1000) are AVT'P{"!c"rI 
is valid 
in the case 
fashion employing purely se(:on:Q-()fQ 
matter-dominant eras. 
a primordial 
of Illa,/",>11" in the resonant case, that is, the wavelengths the size of 
the seed is to the 
distortion and, 
interaction kicks in. The results from the J,!,(:LUJ,!,C;:-lll1VtIJ:HiUL approach tr"",t/::.rl to 
two methods are OJ""", ... '-..... with that 
only ,",Vl«,",'","O.,"l'" with each in the limit conductivity or in the infinite wavelength 
limit. 
5 saw application of 
that 
Gaussian curvature. The 
generalising 
."",.u"" were QellnElQ 




as the Kantowski-Sachs and 
1 + 1 + 2 formalism to the class space-
1UO,U<)1.11 become 2-surfaces with well-defined 
,",u.'JV""U"~O were given, 
SLres~,-e:[lel:g:y tensors. 
in analogy to 
which 
"'<)\..llUU case [34]). 
Schwarzschild and Vaidya SpEtCetlTIleS 











interaction of l~a,~!V.L!a,l waves 
with a static 
IHa"'i:}l.ll in ~Hc'U I;"" 6. This may 
surrounding it was 
viewed as a simple 
model to simulate the 0"' .... .0",..0,.. EM radiation 
gravitational collapse toy 
model the introduction of a set 
terms Hlagm::uc field) to the treatment. Maxwell's 
equations propagate '-'UJ.ICU,,,,,,,,U"l rewritten in terms of second-order 
in the form of wave an 
initial value nrc'.-_rl .... r1<'r ODEs, ........ ''''f.'',,.,u 
analysis. Numerically integrated ._ ......... ~~ demonstrated that the 
the but 
GW's amplitude. Clearly, 
magnetic field Numerical ...,.,,, .......... "'>0 






opens up the 
to a CHH.!U! val""") Ui:} 
to a handle on s me effects 
radiation 
like 
thought important in cosmology and astrophysics by employing a perturbative approach on 
basis 1+3 of 
work pn~sentE:d 
multifiuid equations a 
formulate a version of mSLgnet()llY'o 
interest would a quasi-neutral 
the 
physics. Such a magnetohydrodynamic theory 
gravitating '-'ViLAf."""'-" 
from the 
manner, which might used to 
HaJlllH.,." for Of particular 
"nt>"",,, of 
jJHJ'Oll!o,O near 
of the interaction 










if one wants to ern,DOOY a more accurate jJ!O"'"!.o, rlA<::i.f"rir,tirn1 
be emphasised that although we mainly ""f.'I.JllC;U. HHJ'Hi:}j,U to 











of extends than In the 1 +3 formalism is ideally 
to equations to " .. ,CAp"'" scalar 
OIJ'''"'''':.w. gradients. A similar simplification occurs in 
HW"iOJlU when applied to spherically generally, LRS) 
even true extensions 
- T elf 
- ab , .L.I .... Ov' ......... tensor 
energy-momentum tensor. successfully used for some years 
prE~dOmlnalltlJ in CMB, 
of gravity, etc.), the formalism in its form as presented in this thesis is 
a more recent nature. The hopes to have the of the of 
formalism, too. 
a we direct our tt€:ntllOn to the Qr"'YI<>urh 
even though general relativity is a covariant UC;'C,VI1L 
do not invoke the metric tensor in C;AIJH'C,l terms. Like the away 
one indeed tries to avoid use of the metric tensor (expressed in some chosen 





actual power of these decompositions of rr""n<>,'''' 
of OlJe ..... <:;'u"l.'''' 
with a clear ge()m~~tn 
quantities can be of use in the 
that the 
some fuzzy structure 
set of 
too. At high "'>''':'''0-1£'''' one 
"' .... 'JU.lU be 
a natural way to introduce 
themselves to quantum 
to see where 
it to. before pr()mlotiing the covariant to fields, one might 
first try to formulate quantum field within the 1+3 and 





















Some useful FLRW relations 
this 
ter 4. 
we nr<><:l"",)T some very material, was 
A.I Commutation relations up to second order 
PTYln,rY"On in 
Here we nT"<:Kl£>'r>i- commutator have in the sections 4.2. 
dealing with cosmic magnetic fields. relations are given up to the required sec()na 
our vanishing vorticity, Wab = 0, is 
tensors are PSTF, S(ab}, and vectors are purely 
Sab all in the background. 
Commutators first-order vectors Va: 
Vb)~ 
. 1 
Vb -"3 8 Vb - (Jac Vb + Had Edbc V C , 
( curl = -~8 V C _ 
D[a = i (/1 + A)] + (~8 - Ec[a) Vb] 














144 FLRW relations 
for r"f-._,Yr.rl",r tensors 
+2 e (A.5) 
(Db Sab) ~ = Db 
( curl = curl8ab - i e curl Sab - a/ Sb) d + 3 He(a Sb) C , (A.7) 
curl Sab _D2 + (It + A k e2 ) + ~D(a 
(Eb} e lea e). 3 b} 
se(;ona-c.raE~r vectors Wa: 
. 1 
Wb - 3 e Wb, 
[! e2 k (It + hble , 
+ Da (div W) + ~ (fJ, + A - i 





In section, we give some useful expressions commuting spatial derivatives, up to 
in the case of an (see [102]). We assume in the following 
DaN Xa are first-order quantities. 
- 1eD2N 
3 ' 
D[a [~ e2 i (It + A)] D[a N hble , 
Da D2N N + [~ - ~ (It + A)] Da (A.14) 
D[aDbJ = 1 e2 + 1 (It + A)] [he D X d + hd DC 9 3 [a bJ [a (A.15) 
= DaXb+ e2 ~ (It + A)] [2D(a Xb) hab 
a D2 (a DbXe) . (A.17) 
A.3 scalar and vector modes 
We our harmonics as 1::l);.t:IHIUI1t; operator 132] 










vector modes 145 
where OVU,Uu.o for a vector or tensor harmonic with harmonic index The 
monics Q(k) are aellllE:a in the FLRW ba(~kgrOlmd 
example, a first-order vector field in vector 
(solenoidal) 
where an implicit Ul1JLlUC",.,,'U over k in this <:;AIJo,!j'''!U'H is n';':>T'<!1rAr'I.'; and 
the modes and to extract the scalar modes, 
order vector field, one UOA'.YCtll.Y 
convenience) obtains following 
X==a = 
=a Xb = 
= 
The solenoidal Xv, can 
(k 
(kQs) , 
(k Qs) . 
by applying 
== a curl Qe satisfy "'''.''I'VU (A.I8). 
case are now 
Thus, 
== acurl 
X(a) = acurl 
= a curl 
fixed comoving wave LLUl,UU",' k, 
We to stress that 











































Spherical harmonics for 
Schwarzschild perturbations 
111U'Hl\.." have for ('PTlTTl<'" in a covariant way in 
5. symmetric Schwarzschild spacetime an important in 
applications, we discuss this case in Rornevvha more detail than was 
done in chapter 5. In particular, we 
for investigating .LV,"'.L'-"'-,,", the 'angular' 
harmonics are ... ",.un;;u in analogy with the uDS~9CtH)n 5.3.2), 
and we Note all L ULJ'v~"UH" 
below are defined in the background only; we only expand first-order perturbation variables, so 
follows closely [34], 
.u\.. • .LU,,,, were introduced in manner. 
harmonic .LU.L.,'-'V>'UUi> Q = Q(e,m), with m = . . . , e E defined on 
the hl>"lro'rrn 
Q= £(£+l)Q 
2 ' r 






to the spacetime. 




is included in our definition (B.I) 
also. have r so 











harmonics for Schwarzschild 
spherical harmonic we will it most our purposes to 
by [see (5.21)] 
r (B.3) 
we identify r here with usual Schwarzschild parameter. can now C;AIJeU.lU any 
first 'II in terms of uU"V"-'UP as 
00 m=£ 
w=L L =WsQ, 
e=Om=-1! 
sum over £ m is implicit last -'1. .-----.! The 5 
'II is a scalar, and that a spherical harmonic expansion has 
symmetry the m never appears in any "4 ulaVlvH, we will 
on. 
also need to expand vectors 
even (electric) parity vector 
tensors spherical harmonics. We 
AU'-'U"," for £ 2:: 1 as 
Q' &2 Qa = 1 a , 
(BA) 
it from now 
0 ... 0"" ... " define the 
(B.5) 
where (£) superscript is implicit, and we (magnetic) vector spherical 
monics as 
=0= (B.6) 
Note that = Cab Qb {:::> Qa -cab ejb, so that Cab is a 















we implicitly assume a sum over f the equality, V L vHHH~'''' us is 
a vector in spherical 
Similarly we define even and odd tensor harmonics for £, 2:: 2 as 
Qab = Db} Q, Qab 0= Qab, Qab = [1>2 3£-
f 
11) :::::} 
Qab Q, :::::} =0 02 = [1>2 - 3£ - f(fr~ I)J 
are QabQab = 0, are one another: Qab = Qb}c ¢:} 
Qab Qb{ Any tensor may be expanded 
00 
=2: + (B. 
i=2 
the help these spherical it is now possible to replace terms COI:l{;alnlIJlg 
angular oa, which appears in with HCU'UU'UL\/ \/V'OHL'viC;J""" 
Here we all the replacements which must be made scalars, vectors tensors. 
sums over f and m are implicit these 
Qa+~v 
Cab Wb -~VQa + Qa, 
Wa = (£, + 1) WvQ, 
Cab Wb = + 1) Q, 
O{a = (Wv Qab Qab) 

















Wab Qab + WT (B.23) 
Cc{a Qab + WT 
6b +(1 ~£(£+ 1))r-1 (WT Qa) (B.25) 
6d we 
a} = ~£(£+1)) + WTQa) (B.26) 
C;AIJCHJ,i)lV11 is introduced in perturbation 
tensor -"1 _._", ___ produces two harmonics each £, one 
spherical 
to the of the vector and tensor 
in Eqs. (B.15), (B.19) 
Observe that 
"U; ... ,;>V.l.lC> f'JLV'''JL<.lF. up some CUl:'m);It;;:; as well as some factors of 
vector 





harmonic relations is they allow us to derive various properties .u"vv,L.lv.l benefit 
6a-derivative in a OULj'f'lv of 
an important 
Last but not 
reasons of 
example, one that 
2 
we will ;:'VLUo;;Lllll'''i) use the 
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